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Seeking new facts 

Dr. Peter D. Johnson of General Electric explores activators 

in phosphors to improve tomorrow's lighting and television 

in fluorescent lamps, television 

screens, and electroluminescent panels—is an obviou 

goal of phosphor research. Achieving ‘‘more lumen 

per watt,”’ however, is only part of the problem. Scien 

tists also seek phosphors with rapid response, proper 

and other properties—and they 

Efficient light output 

color characteristics, 

know that these properties are controlled by intention 

ally introduced impurities called activators. 

At the General Electric Research Laboratory, Dr. 

Peter D. Johnson has devised a variety of decisive ex 

periments for evaluating the theories of how activators 
work. Dr. Johnson and his associates have achieved new 

controlling efficiency in understanding of the factor 
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about phosphors 

facts about 

the phosphors used in present-day commercial lamps, 

electroluminescence, have obtained basic 

and have been able to design phosphors for such special 
applications as color television. 

As we 

incentive to extend the frontiers of knowledge is funda 

see il, providing scientists with freedom and 

mental to the creation of better products, better jobs, 

and more opportunities for human satisfactions. 
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COVER—This 3000-curie cobalt gamma radiation source —illuminated by its own energy consists 

of 10 steel-encased rods, shown about one-half actual size. Each rod contains about 300 curies of 

radioactivity. Shielded in a water-filled concrete pit, the source is used in radiation-damage studies. 

This facility is located at the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, Schenectady, operated by the General 

Electric Company for the United States Atomic Energy Commission. See article on page 12. 



SWIMMING POOL REACTOR, one of threeG-E tities of neutrons. Its flexibility, safety fea- 
research reactors available under the 7-point tures, and high flux potential appeal to 
program, is designed to produce large quan universities and research organizations. 

NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC 7-POINT PROGRAM: 
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REACTOR SPECIFICATIONS are pre- BUILDING STUDY also includes com- HAZARDS SUMMARY REPORT: 
pared to meet your research require- plete co-ordination of all plans for We help you prepare study for 

ments. These include details on core, the many facilities required in the re- submission to AEC Division of 

control, and reactor components actor and laboratory buildings. Civilian Application. 



How General Electric can help you 

enter advanced nuclear research fields 

New G-E 7-point program simplifies procedure 

for obtaining a nuclear research reactor 

construction plans, thereby assuring 

centralized project scheduling ture of the complete system 

There is more work involved in obtaining a nu 

clear reactor for advanced research than simply 

ordering one. Specific research requirements must 

be determined beforehand, an appropriate design 

selected, and necessary AEC construction per 

mits and licenses obtained. Other essential steps 

are covered in the program outlined below 

NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC 7-POINT PROGRAM 

is a plan designed to materially aid you in put- 

ting a research reactor to work. Through this 

program you can obtain any one of three Gen 

eral Electric research reactors: The Swimming 

Pool Reactor, Heavy Water Research Reactor, 

or the Nuclear Test Reactor 

FOR MORE INFORMATION on these three re 

search reactors and the new General Electric 

7-point program, write for bulletin GEA-6326, 

General Electric Company, Section 191-1, Schen 

ectady 5, N. Y.; or contact your nearest G-E 

Apparatus Sales Office. Outside the U.S. and 

Canada, write to: International General Electric 

Co., 570 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y. 
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Portable Cord 

EE 
Super Coronol* Geoprene* Power Cable 

es 

Flamenol* Control! Cable 

Portabie Cable 

V-c Interiocked Armor Cable 

Flameno! Bus Drop Cable 

Silicone Rubber Power Cable 

Silicone Rubber Control Cable 

Flamenol! Machine Tool Wire 

Super Corono!l Geoprene Shielded Power Cable 

BxX* Armored Cable 

Silicone Rubber Heating Cable 

Flameno| Underground Feeder Cable 

‘RIE . FLAMENOL TYPE UF 14-2 COND 600¥ 

Versatol* Geoprene Control Cable 

More scope 

for selection 

IN THE FULL LINE OF 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

CABLES 

The General Electric line of hundreds of wires, cables, 

and cords covers just about every possible need. Typical 

of these are flame-resistant, heat-, moisture-, and weather- 

resistant types and special constructions to withstand vi- 

bration, the electrostatic effects of adjacent power cables 

even the effects of atomic radiation. Thus, G-E engi- 

neers are never limited to one cable, cord, or wire for a 

given job, but can suggest the most efficient and economi 

cal solution for the particular situation, 

This is one of the important reasons why General 

Electric wire and cable engineers have been able to help 

many industries with their electrical expansion and mod- 

ernization plans, Another reason is General Electric's 

knowledge of the requirements of other basic components 

of power distribution systems —- transformers, load cen 

ters, switch-gear, etc.-and the importance the right wire 

or cable plays in satisfactory system performance. 

All this adds up to experience .. . the kind that can 

benefit you. Next time you have a cable selection problem 

it will pay to take advantage of General Electric’s know! 

edge and experience. 

For information on your specific wire and cable appli- 

cation or selection problem see the G-E wire and cable 

specialist in your locality or write to Section W192-1137, 
Construction Materials Division, General Electric Com- 

pany, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut. 

*Registered Trade-mark General Electric Company 
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G-E LAMPS GIVE YOU MORE FOR ALL YOUR LIGHTING DOLLARS 

You can “measure” the light output of 

G-E fluorescent lamps, right in the carton! 

GENERAL ELECTRIC UNIFORMITY 18 WHY — (-I. 4()- light output. It also means freedom from defects—on the 
watt fluorescent lamps give you all the light you pay for average, 99.9% of all G-E 40-watt fluorescent lamps are 

Vheir light output is so uniform that you’re assured of free from physical defects that could affect performance in 

their performance —even before you put one in a socket service. And uniform life, too, means that after one year 

Ihere’s practically no such thing as a “lazy”? G-E lamp of service in single shift plants (2500 hours) an average of 

-a lamp that uses full power without delivering its rated 99 out of 100 General Electric 40-watt fluorescent lamps 

lumen output. Less than 1% of all General Electric will still be burning —98 out of 100 will still be in service 

10-watt fluorescent lamps are as much as 5%, below their after a year in double shift plants (4000 hours). 

average published light output of 2500 lumens For more information on what uniformity in G-E 

G-& LAMPS SAVE YOU MONEY — loday’s General fluorescent lamps means to you write: General Electric 

Electric 40-watt fluorescent lamps deliver 30% more light Co., Large Lamp Dept. GE-11, Nela Park, Cleveland 12,O 

than those you bought in 1950. Based on the average cost 

of burning 24 G-E 40-watt fluorescent lamps, this gives Progress ls Our Most /mportant Product 

you a bonus of light worth almost $55! Put another way, 

this extra light equals the total light output of 79 100-watt 

incandescent bulbs over their entire life! G £ N a 4 A L t LE CT 4 | C 

But G-E lamp uniformity means more than uniform 



REMINISCENCES OF 
This is the last editorial | will write to my Review reader 

friends. Since | will be 65 years old on November 19, I will 

retire from active General Electric service at the end of that 

month, under the provisions of the Company Pension Plan. 

I have had a happy engineering life. | have been privileged 

to share it with the finest people. 

I well remember my first boss, Dr. Louis T. Robinson. He 

said to me, “Go up on the second floor and where you find 

them winding a coil for 10 cents, do it for 5.7” T found no 
coils being wound for LO cents, but [| soon realized what he 

meant-—whatever you find them doing-——do it better. And 

that, | have found, is the motivation of the engineer. There 

is always a better way 

I know the thrill of engineering accomplishment. One of 

my greatest thrills came when Chris Steenstrup told me 
that he was going to seal a refrigerating mechanism in steel 

and put an electric refrigerator in every American home. But 
to do it he needed a parts gage better than any gage then 

available. So we developed the electric gape that made the 

refrigerator possible 

Later we applied the electric gage to the steel industry. In 

that great industry with the design advances in steel-produc 

ing machinery, we saw the speed of cold steel strip through 
the mill advance from 500 fpm in those days to over 7000 

fpm today. Without automatic gaging these great speeds 

would not have been practical, What an engineering thrill 

that has been! 

Qil-filled cable produced another thrill. Paper-insulated 

powell cable using petrolatum jelly for impregnation —was 

not satisfactory for 66,000-volt circuit. So we went to work 

to better it. And paper insulated powel cable filled with low 

viscosity oil was the result. We went from approximately 

| inch of insulation at 66.000 volts to '2 inch of insulation 

at 132,000 volts, and the cable lives on! That was research 

and engineering at its best. That spells progress any day in 

good American language 

Our $10,000 masterpiece was another thrill. Lightoing 

had played havoe in the East with 220.000-volt transmission. 

and we were out to tame it. John Peters of the W estinghouse 

Company had used Lichtenberg figures to measure the magne 

tude of the lightning voltage, and we had done this, too. But 

we needed to know the wave form of lightning and its dura 

tion. So we took a cathode-ray oscillograph into the field 

set it to catch a lightning shot, and prayed for the lightning 

to come. It came—and we had the first picture of a high 
voltage due to lightning on a high-voltage transmission line 
in these United States. It cost us $10,000 to get that picture 

which was quite a sum in those days. But it was worth it 

lor the characteristics which were disclosed set the standards 

for years to come, It was as if the heavens opened for just a 

AN ENGINEER 
moment to give us the data we needed. | was accused of mak 

ing too much of that first picture; but when engineering data 

comes at $10,000 a throw, you make of it everything you 

can—especially when it is good data, heaven sent. 

In our work in radio and television there were many 

thrills. At our television station in the Helderbergs, receiving 
NBC from the Empire State Building in New York was an 

early problem. While | was in England in 1939, [ visited Dr. 
Hugh Warren (now Sir Hugh), then director of the BTH 

Laboratory at Rugby. One of Warren’s engineers had in- 
stalled a relay in a tree on his front lawn to pick up BB 
from London, 85 miles away. So that night we saw in Dr. 

Warren’s living room the show from London’s Cafe de Paris 

which | had seen in London a few nights before. [t featured 

a male dancer, and he was good. The reception Was good, too. 

So I sent the constants of the relay to Cap Priest in Sche- 

nectady and on my return found that Cap’s engineers had 
set up a relay 1.1 miles from the Helderberg Station. The 

night [ arrived home, they picked up the first reception from 
the Empire State Building—140 miles away, via relay, at a 

point 7500 feet below the line of sight. That was another thrill. 
| had an experience in my younger engineering days that 

made a lasting impression on me. It was just after World 
War |. and three 30,000-kw steam turbines, designed and 
built during the war days, had been officially tested for 

water rates. They were high. The penalties in the contract 
were severe: the amount General Electric owed the customer 

based on the official test was $25,000. We were allowed to 

make an investigation on our own, and [ was assigned the 
electrical output readings. When we finished, we found the 

water rate to be higher than the official measurement by 0.25 

of | percent, which boosted the penalty to $50,000 for the 

three turbines. 

Vr. H. H. Barnes, of our New York Office, was in charge 

He put us on the spot. checking every detail of our measure 

ments. We answered every question to the best of our 
ability The stakes were high. Of course he advised the 

customer of the increased rate. But later, when the turbines 

were rebuilt, the contract was such that with expected 

improvement we would receive back $50,000; with superior 

pre rlormance there would he a bonus There Was a bonus 

the cheek was for $75,000, And the teachings of the Golden 

Rule shone in all their glory 

Phen. as Editor of the GeneraL ELecrrie Review, came a 
new thrill--publishing the wonderful thrills of others in a 

continuing array of brilliant achievements. 

\nd so it has been lots of fun-——and lots of hard work 

never ending. And if | had to choose again. | wouldn't choose 

differently 

Best of happiness to you all. 

keprror 
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PROGRESS, 
TANT. Dar 

ATOMIC RESEARCH at General Electric com 
plements Paul Hess’ Honors Program Studies 

WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC'S HONORS PROGRAM— 

You obtain a master’s degree, tuition-free, in 18 
months while earning up to 75% of full-time salary 

engineers and 
FACTS ABOUT HONORS PROGRAM 

Study at a recognized 
university 

Obtain Masters Degree in 18 
months 

G.E. pays tuition, fees, and 
books 

Work 20 to 26 hours per 
week. 

Earn up to 75% of full-time 
salary 

Eligible for all employee 
benefits 

To help outstanding 

scientists improve their technical com 
petence in the face of industry’s in 
creasingly complex engineering prob 
lems, the General Electric Company has 
inaugurated a new Honors Program for 

Graduate Study. The Honors Program 
offers high calibre technical graduates 
the opportunity to complete the re 
quirements for a Master’s Degree in one 
and one-half years while working part 
time on a G-E engineering assignment 

Here is what the program means to 

you, the technical graduate. If you 

qualify, you will attend one of several 

recognized universities located near 

General Electric plants throughout the 
nation. Carrying approximately one 
half an academic load and doing your 

thesis work during the summer, you 

MASTER'S STUDY at nearby college helps 
contribute to Hess’ professional growth. 

could obtain your Master’s Degree in 18 
months. General Electric pays for 
tuition, fees, books and other expenses 
related to your studies 

During the school term 
work 20 to 26 hours a week on a reward 
ing engineering assignment. Since yout 

proportional to hours 
75% of a 

se — 
you Vill 

earnings are 
worked, you can attain up to 

regular annual wage through full-time 
employment during summer vacations. 

You are also eligible for all employee 
benefits 

For more information on General 
Electric’s Honors Program, which has 
been designed to help outstanding men 
develop to their fullest capabilities, 
consult your Placement Director or 
write W. S. Hill, Engineering Services, 

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y 
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New trends and developments 

in designing electrical products... 

How to magnetize permanent magnets to obtain 

maximum energy product and magnetic stability 

According to the domain theory of 
lerromagnetism, a magnetic material 

is composed of elementary magnetic 
volumes called domains. These: do- 

mains are randomly oriented in un- 
magnetized materials (Figure 1) 
Their fields cancel each other, and 
no external field results 

Figure 1—Demagnetized material 

domains completely disorganized 

Subjecting the magnetic material to 
an external field rotates the elemen- 
tary magnets in the direction of 
the applied field (Figure 2). In per- 
manent magnets, this orientation is 
retained to some extent after the 

field is removed, The magnetic mate- 
rial exhibits poles and an external 

Figure 2—Magnetized material 

domains rotated into alignment 

The improvement of 
materials has made the 

elementary domains more diffic ult 

to align. Proper magnetization tech- 
niques have thus become highly im- 
portant because of the adverse results 
of partially magnetized magnets. 

permanent- 

magnet 

Partial magnetization means that 
the full external field capabilities 
of the magnet are not realized. And. 
the magnet is less resistant to de- 

magnetizing influences 

stable 

hence less 

Consequently, General Electric 
has done extensive work with users 
of permanent magnets on the prob- 
lems of effective magnetization 

Modern magnetizing equipment 
takes advantage of the fact that 
magnetization is essentially an in- 
stantaneous process, and may be 

achieved with short-duration current 
impulses. Consequently, direct-cur- 
rent equipment, like generators and 
electromagnets, are giving way to 

impulse equipment 

The main advantages of impulse- 
type magnetizers are lower equip- 

ment cost, reduced demand on power 
supply, and greater flexibility in 
shapes of fields that can be set up 
Impulse equipment generally falls 
into two basic types 

(1) Half-cycle type, operating from 

A.C. line (Figure 3). Here, an igni- 
tron tube with suitable control 
allows current to flow for one-half 

MAGMETITING 

CURRENT PATH 

arn { 

| Id ac 

me MTROL 

acu 

SMITROM TUBE 

Figure 3-Circuit for half-cycle-type magnetizer 

(2) Energy-storage type (Figure 
4). Here 

a relatively slow rate, and then 
discharged into the magnetizing 
circuit. This type of equipment is 
extremely versatile; tremendous 
peak currents are possible from low- 

a capacitor is charged at 

capacity power systems 

MITROM TUBE 

Figure 4—Circuit for energy storage-type 

magnetizer 

Using this equipment, a simple mag- 
net shape like the “C”’ magnet in Fig 

ure 5 can be: magnetized by a single 
conductor threading the magnet 

Figure 5—Conductor 

arrangement fo 

re magnet 

@ 

The “E” shape configuration (Fig- 
ure 6) uses two conductors arranged 

to carry current in opposite direc- 

tions to achieve correct polarity 

Figure 6--Conductor 

arrangement for 

“E” magnet 

4 
# 

Multi-pole magnets (Figure 7) re 

quire alternate conductors carrying 
current in opposite directions to 
establish simultaneous magnetization 
of all poles 

» 

Figure 7—Conductor arrangement 

for multipole magnet 

One of the more recent develop- 

ments in magnet configurations 

the “bowl” magnet —can be mag 
netized radially by the conductor 
arrangement in Figure 8 

Figure 8—Conductor 

arrangement for 

“bowl” magnet 

These examples give some idea of 
the variety of magnetizing problem 

encountered by users of permanent 
magnets. Each configuration repre 
sents a distinct engineering problem 

ariables as conductor 

arrangement, peak 

in which such \ 
size, conductor 

current, and current duration must 

be accurately balanced 

General Electric magnet engineer 

have at their fingertips all the knowl 
edge and techniques requisite for 
efficient magnetization. They are 
always ready to assist designers and 
users of permanent magnets in get 

ting maximum-energy product and 

stability 

For more information on G-E 

Alnico magnets, or assistance on any 
phase of your magnet design prob 

lem, write Metallurgical Product 
General Electric Department of 

8 Mile Road, Company, 11201 E 
Detroit 32, Michigan 
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Research chemist Dr. S. S. Jones arrives for typical 

day’s work at the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, 

Schenectady, NY. Engaged in nuclear research for a 

number of years, he conscientiously follows safety 

procedures that health physicists have established for 

his personal protection (photo sequence). 

: Protecting Man from Radiation 
By L. J. CHERUBIN 

Phu far except for ome tray le ind ivilane cannot 

accidents affecting small number ol trongly emphasized, however 

people thre biologi i} damage from peace Phi -tutement mo excerpt trom thre 

time activities , has been essentiall National Academy of Sciences report, 

negative. Furthermore. if appears that Phe Biological Effects of Atomic Rad 

radiation problems if they are met thon released last June——points up 

intelligently, need not stand in the way importance of health physicist 

of large-scale development of atomi little-publicized group of specialists ha 

energy. The continued need for intelli heen and is quiet! fulfilling 

Inte chanve room he carrie puant-issue protective clothing 

will don along with a pair of frest ly decontaminated rubbers. 
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tifving tum and 

clearance Badge 

packet er itive 



In a corridor leading to his laborato ‘ were container 
tion detectors, ree ne next tot ry ' Ll then elip 

ithin America s atomic energy with prot w personnel from radiation taboo. Even code name iwnithed alpha 

coined the term health physic beta, gamma, and neutron radiations, a 

men began their work during Wi did the choose this name well as units of measurement 

the earl ears of the Army Corps of instead of something more de eriptive gut now with the veil of seereey 

kngineer supersecret Manhattan En like radiation safety? Because the se lifted, much ean be ud of health 

vineering District. At that time, a yroup erecy pel ding atomic research in those ph sies and the role it pla nm atom 

and scientists concerned da made ! reference to radiation energ operations, 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

solution for irradiation by specific amounts © olution is lowered tnto place atop portable cart diation source, Jone 

4 Once inside his own laboratory. he prepares Attached to diminutive electric mixer. vial containing Wheeling cart to ra 

vamiina ra In this wa Dr. Jones can « torave batters power the mixer: instruments indi glance it solution 

termine ther pl ical and chemical efleet ile temperature and mixing hor temperature and 

13 
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Natural Radioactivity 
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Wilhelm Konrad until 

radiation 
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Antoine Henri 
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eal feel 
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The most common naturally occurring 

include uUraniuin adioactive elements 

certain forms of carbon 

Radioactive 

thorium, and 

and potassium. 



leased from the soil containing uranium 

the 

earth's atmosphere and surface streams 

The 

from space consist of penetrating gamma 

and thorium constantly reside in 

mysterious cosmic radiations 

radiation. While the earth’s atmosphere 

shields out much of it. the intensity in- 

creases with elevation. 

Normally 9 

radioactivils 

you have a low exposure to 

In Schenectady, 

average 

natural 

NY. for 

230 feet 

cosmic and natural sources may total 0.3 

(I 

radioactivil 

example elevation, 

background radiation from 

to 0.6 milliroentgens a day. course, 

body has a natural 

hon 

itive isotopes of potassium and carbon 

Io health 

radioactivity and 

oul 

human tissue contains radio loo, 

the plivsierst natural 

natural radioactive 

elements can be an nut 

W he HN he 

the 

‘ Xasperating 

sunce. assays human wastes 

to determine radiotoxic elements 

deposited internally, the relatively large 

amount of naturally radioactive potas 

sium presents some difliculties, 

\ similar difficulty 

hight, 

thie 

for 

like 

arises WwW hen 

physicist the aun 

radioactive elements 

He re the 

products from radioactive 

lox 

plutonium 

Lasts decay 

present itl atmosphere decreases 

the sensitivity of his instruments to the 

kor these 

radioactive decay produets attach them- 

and collect 

along with the radioactive plutonium 

toxie radioactive elements 

selves to dust in the ai 

on the sampling filter papers. 

Hazardous Radiation 

to 

external or in- 

intake 

! iio- 

You can be 

radiation in 

injured hy exposure 

Iwo WAVS: 

ternal irradiation through the 

by one means or another—ol 

itive materials 

External irradiation presents the most 

common problem while x-ra ‘ Yposure 

ind ful 

Generall 

machine particle rweelerators 

ire operating 

id rea 
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Phe shielding 
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Such radioactive sealed 

radium, cobalt. of 

sources ol 

materials as iridium 

for radiographing or experimenting 

are potential hazards. Although stored 

shielded) casks, 

unshielded while Ith tise 

in heavily these mate 

rials might be 

One gram of radium, for example, pro 

duces a radiation level of 8400 roentgens 

i distance of one centimeter. 

the 

an hour il 

At ome 

he 0.84 I 

vel from a porml soures decreases 

meter radiation level would 
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shin 

seq thane 

increasing vour distance from a 
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measure.) 
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the horny, of 

\; ( ording|y 

But even se 

particles cant penetrate 

dead skin 

it has no bielogieal signifi 

Thon, 

laver of your 

Canes you cant whore 
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damage our ther organs 
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internally Pb many way 

unknowingly radio 

relive 
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checks one of 1 liatie 

through contaminated foods. cigarettes, 

skin 

hands, if contaminated, 

air, and even through absorp 

Your 

transtet 

tion can 

easily radioactive materials by 

contact, 

Air, 

radioactive 

too, can be contaminated with 

Tranny Ways materials in 

from fires. fabrication of nuclear fuel 

elements, ventilation systems or inace 

quate) ventilation, ruptured radiation 

sources, and spills of radioactive solu 

tions. Guts or abrasions that come inte 

contact with contaminated materials will 

introduce radio elements into your 

bloodstream 

\etually all 

tially 

radiations 

light, 

are poten 

dangerous. Strong intense 

sound, and nuclear radiation 

Your 

the 

ll can myure Vou live senses 
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subtle 
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found for radioactive clements, method 
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radioactive RADIO CHEMIST imonite: 

hood during anoan il ! for tr we ol rite le i 
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host of othes 
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alony with a 

health play heist fon 

atom 

like all 

eXpo ed to a natural background 

Thi employees you find in an 

CHergey plant or laborator ine 
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exposed to oman 

livibele 

a small number of these 

radiation, Some are 

made radiation im me uy amount 

Occasionally 

people exceed thre 

laid 
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recommended le vel 

down h) the { Me 

hon \h ) 

ure isl 

of radiation 

\tomen 

the ineidence of 

high. Tn faet, the 

jure is considerably lower 

nergy sul 

eriou expo 

rate of radiation i 

thrane thy 

rate ol riypurs from the usual 

industrial accident 

Hf facilities are properly desig 

followed 

diation exposure isnt dikel 

eriou 

Of course 

ifety procedure 

ome low-level « Xposure don weur: fo 

calibrate in Instance, when employer 

radioactive Oures 

fot packa 

filter 

or perlorm maioit 

Then 

removing 

low-level 

radio 

lrument with 

collect accumulated waste 

ing and di po al, remove from 

ventilation system 

work on a reactor low 

them from reactor 

hake 

a embling ele ment 

alse ¢ ilint 

exposure, Chemists who analyze 

irradiated 

low le vel 

erentists mb 

active solutions of specimens 

also receive some irradiation 

as do other on { ive he . 
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plivsn engineering, metallurgs bi 
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atom 
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protective device 
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protective equipment occul 
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ployees perform maintenance in chemi 

cal process areas, handle wastes. or weld 

contaminated equipment 

Scientists at Work 

Now let 

alow 

the over-all 

the 

move from 

energy operation mito nu 

clear serence laborators 

Ih rr 

tud 

find a rest ech chemist 

eflects of 

entering 

Vou 

radiation on ma 

thy 

my thre 

On 

(photo sequence) 

badge that 

terial installation 

hie receryve a preture 

him and hi 
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eontains a 

identihes Ly pr 

holder 

film 

your dentist 

of security clearance 

itached to this hace 

packet 

for 

similar to the on 

Us¢ x rays that measures radiation 

dosage 

“chemistry building. he 

his 

room: then in another 

Entering the 

may first remove clothing ina 

‘ hange room 

he may don plant-issue shoes, trousers 

shirt, and laboratory coat. Once in his 

unst inhaling an 

ANALYSIS CONCLUDED, hood is cleaned up and sponge disposed 

of along with other radioactive wastes. Technician wears face re 

contaminated partie le 

own laboratory, he prepares a specimen 

irradiation, then moves on 

the 

material for 

to the building that houses radia 

lion source——a few thousand curies of 

radiocobalt. 

The irradiation facility 

that holds water to a height of 15 

feet. in which the cobalt is 

At the lop of the pil the radiation level 

consists of a 

pul 

immersed. 

milliroentgens an Is low perhaps LO 

hour. A railing around the pit and a 

metal bar screen that covers it prevent 

(At the railing 

about 4 

additional 

should the 

anyone from falling in 

measures milli 

hour.) As 

an alarm sounds 

dose rate the 

roecnigens an an 

precaution 

water level decrease 

\fter lowering the test specimen into 

leaves during the 

later 

iller a given 

the pul the chemist 

irradiation returning to 

the 

He wears the same 

Despite the slightly 

the his 

actual 

remove specimen 

interval protective 

clothing contami 

nated water in pit, specimen 

isn't radioactive because the radio 

The scientist's total radiation exposure: 

gamma rays do not activate tl 

perhaps six milliroentgens. 

Next. let's look 

isl engaged ith 

in on another chem- 

analyzing radioactive 

samples (photos) 

His laboratory 

contains 

posted as a radiation 

hoods, lead 
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WHO THE HEALTH PHYSICIST IS AND WHAT HE DOES 

Prior to the era of atomic energy, human experience 
with radiation primarily concerned x-ray machines 

and a few pounds of radium. Then several develop 
ments occurred in rapid succession that increased the 
availability of radioactive materials by several magni- 
tudes 

With these developments came radiation intensities 
that required shielding. Increasingly larger amounts of 
radioactive wastes called for new disposal methods, 

radiation measuring devices for health control were 
needed, and radiochemical analytical techniques had 
to be developed. 

Originally, radiation protection resided in the 
province of the nuclear physicist. But before long 
chemists and other scientists were recruited into health 

physies. After World War II, college graduates with 
degrees in education, biology, psychology, pharma 
cology, arts and sciences, and geology were also re 
cruited into this field. These people essentially received 
their training and experience on the job. 

For example, the original senior health physicist at 
the Hanford (Wash.) Atomic Products Operation, oper 
ated for AEC by General Electric 
but intense training course in radiation protection 

alt the Oak Ridge (Tenn.) National Laboratory 

received a short 

Poday, many of the health physicists employed by 

private and government operated atomic energy opel 

ations come from the older AEC projects. More will 
come from the fellowship programs set up by AK 

at several universities. These programs are designed 
to provide a source of technically trained people with 
a background desirable in the health physic s field 

\s an important function in an atomic energy plant 

or laboratory, the health physicist formulates stand 

ards for radiation exposure, which are then incor 

tandard 

include permissible amounts of exposure to worket 

on a daily or weekly basis; limits on the amount of 
radioactive materials that may be retained on pro 

tective clothing following decontamination in the plant 

porated into operating procedures Phese 

laundry; and limits on the amount of radioactivil 

that may be permitted in liquid or solid waste ind 

stack air released into the environment 

The health physicist also surveys buildings con 

taining radiation-producing equipment or radioactive 
materials. In areas of probable radiation exposure, he 

posts warning signs and instructions that explain the 

precautionary measure required Among these mea 

ures may be the requirement for protective clothing 

respiratory protection, film badges, and a radiation 
count with portable instruments. 

He also audits personnel exposure through the use 

of film badges and other devices. 

Milm darkening indicates radiation exposure, and 

suitable standard sources calibrate the de gree ol 

darkening. Health physicists commonly use radium 

and uranium for gamma and beta calibration of film 
badges and survey instruments: Film badge readings 
are doc umented ona personne! record card and filed 

away with other information containing the employee's 
history of radiation exposure. 

Should the film badge indicate an exposure above 
the prescribed limit, the health physicist investigates 
circumstances of the exposure and prescribes corre: 
tive measures. These may call for more frequent moni 
toring, a change in operating procedures, redesign of 
experimental setups, or perhaps installation of a radia 
tion alert signal. 

When a new radiation facility goes into operation 

activity increases among radiation-monitoring per 

sonnel, 

(Assume, for example, that a new metallurgical labo 
ratory undertakes the study of irradiated reactor fuel 

elements. Before actual operations start the health 

physicist makes certain checks. He sees to it that 

there are no radiation leaks in the shielding of casks 
containing irradiated specimens or in’ the cell that 
houses the fuel elements. Additionally, he eheeks for 

the proper air-flow pattern between the laboratory 

cell, cell hoods, and seating of high-eflieieney ai 

filters in the system 

\t first, operation of the new metallurgical facility 

is limited to smaller-size fuel specimens with a low 
hurn-up rate. Then shielding is again checked, ai 
exhaust from the cells monitored for radioactivity 

and process-equipment contamination levels estab 

lished for typical operation such as cutting, drilling 

and grinding 

Naturally, when the cells and equipment are cleaned 

radioactive wastes accumulate. This poses another 

problem for the health physicist. To determine disposal 

practices, he must establish the waste radiation 

levels. His findings at one level of operation are then 

( xtrapolated to the next level. If this indicates acee pte 

able radiation levels, he can further extend operation 

Many other important services fall into the realm 

of health physies. One of these is providing monitor 
ing services--olten on a continuous basi for such 

operations as removing irradiated specimens from 

‘ xperimental reactors, removing and packaging ait 

cleaning filters of radiochemical laboratories, and 

loading railroad cars with radioactive waste 

Pechnically, the health physi ist concerns himself 

with many seientifie and engineering discipline He 

may, for example, study the effectiveness of air filter 

in collecting particles of different sizes, density, and 

speed. Aquatic life is another field. The health physicist 

studies the discharge of low-level radioactive liquid 

wastes into surface streams and its efleet on plant 

and animal life. Or, he may work in a more theoretical 

field, studying power-reactor safety precautions and 

possible reactor accident hazards 



“ ...the health physicist has experience ... to meet the hazard. 

beneath shield 

a wall monitor that continu- 

barricades to samples 

the hoods, 

ously samples the air for radioactivity 

and portable radiation-monitoring in- 

Additional to the 

protective clothing and the film badge, 

film 

a plastics finger ring with dental 

struments standard 

this chemist wears a hand-monitor 

ring 

film contained in its removable top. 

Such a monitor has particular impor- 

tance here: the chemical analyst fre 

quently exposes his hands to higher 

radiation levels than the rest of the body. 

To prevent ingestion of radioactive 
the 

rules prohibit chemists from smoking, 

materials in laboratory, general 

eating, or pipetting liquids by mouth 

Contamination problems arise when 

handling radioactive materials in a 

liquid state. If solutions are vaporized, 

spilled, the 

likelihood of spreading radioactive ma 

Potentially hazardous 

self-inflicted 

pipettes ol 

centrifuged, or agitated, 

terials increases 

to the 

from 

chemist, too, are 

contaminated jabs 

cuts and abrasions from contaminated 

ylassware or metallic equipment 

this that the 

analyst has a relatively high potential 

If you conclude from 

exposure both externally and internally, 

The 

ard, however, depends on the nature and 

you will be correct degree of haz 

amount of radioactive materials that are 

present 

For his own protection, the analyst 

minimizes the radiation hazard in three 

the 

active samples processed and carefully 

ways: he limits amount of radio 

monitors his laboratory during the oper- 

ation. Should radioactive spills oceur 

outside the ventilated hoods, he wears a 

respiratory mask during the cleanup. 

Periodically 

urine for audit of internally deposited 

And 

samples from the laboratory are analyzed 

he submits samples of his 

radioactive materials daily, air 

to control the airborne contamination 

adequately, 

Now, let’s focus on a physicist-—one 

utilizing a low-power experimental nu- 

this 

devices 

but 

clear reactor for research. Again. 

scientist requires monitoring 

and some protes tive clothing not 

while the reactor is operating. 

Kven a reactor of only zero powel 

one watt or less——is generally located in 

a concrete cell that contains the radia- 

tion. The physicist operates the reactor 

from a control room. Once it 

the 

Phen the physicist enters the 

remotely 

shuts down, however, situation 

changes. 

cell to remove his experimental samples 

from the reactor. In so doing, he exposes 

himself to 

handles the radioactive materials. Data 

detected — by the 

cell and recorded in the control room 

tell 

tion after shutdown 

radiation externally as he 

instruments inside 

him the amount of residual radia- 

This radiation can 

range up to several roentgens an hour 

for the reactor, and for the radioactive 

samples, 100 rads per hour at contact. 

the cell 

monitors 

Accordingly, upon entering 

at shutdown, the physicist 

carefully, limiting his time inside to short 

periods, Irradiated specimens are han 

RADIATION UNITS DEFINED 

ROENTGEN (R) 

one ¢ ub centimeter of aur 

The quantity of x or gamma radiation that will cause 

to emit tons carrying one 

electrostatic unit of positive or negative electricity. 

An abbreviation of 

is a measure of a quantity of 

that 

radiation 

roentgen equivale nt, man” 

any tonizing 

sufficient to produce the same biological effect as one 

roentgen of x radiation. 

An amount of 

of animal tissue 

amount of energy absorbed by tissue is a 

radiation sufficient 

to absorb 

one gram 

| he 

function of 

100 ergs of energy 

the tissue’s composition and wave length of the radia- 

tion reaching it 
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dled meticulously, using tongs or sim 
ilar devi es. 

How Successful? 

Ihe health physi ist, through the co 

work the 

nuclear energy enterprise, has been pre 

the 

Kngineering 

operation of all who within 

successful since early 

the Manhattan 

Distriet. Both management and profes 

eminently 

days of 

sional workers have helped him = im 

measurably by their recognition of radi 

ation’s great potential hazard 

You ll find typical achievements in 

radiation-exposure control at the Knolls 

Atomic Power Laboratory, located 

Schenectady, NY, 

General Electric for the Atomic Energy 

and operated 

Commission, Since its inception in 1946, 

not a single radiation injury has. oc- 

curred at the Laboratory. 

And the future looks just as promis 
ng. For today the health physicist has 

experience, knowledge, and tools at his 

disposal to meet the radiation hazard 

Still, in the de- 

many 

with great confidence 

velopment of reactors, powel! 

challenges await him: feasible solutions 

for confining fission products in the 

event of an accident sufficiently great 

to be labeled catastrophic and treating 

and disposing of radioactive wastes, to 

name a lew, 

As the application of radiation and 

increases in in 

the 

radioactive materials 

dustry, medicine, and research, 

demand for health physicists expands 

proportionately, This need extends to 

health physicists who direct their efforts 

toward = radiation-protection 

but also 

nuclear instruments 

not only 

matters toward developing 

radiochemical ana 

lytical methods, and industrial hygiene 

(The formal organization of a Health 

Physics Society at Ann Arbor, Mich 

this past June——with a membership of 

more than 700—demonstrates the growth 

of the health physic s profession.) 

In typical AEC-sponsored laboratories 

at the present time, the health physics 

force constitutes from one to three pet 

cent of the manpower. They direct re 

search and development efforts toward 

improving radiation-protection — pro 

grams, and at the same time they reduce 

the cost of existing safeguards 

Progress in this field 

nificant. You can be certain that wider 

application of radioactive materials won t 

the 

has been sig 

be restricted because of radiation 

hazard. Q 



BASIC BEARINGS, FRICTIONAL PHENOMENA, AND LUBRICATION 

MOVEMENT 

///// 

BEARING — ' 

SLEEVE BEARING When microscopic hills and valleys in an apparently flat surface 
(SLIDING FRICTION) come in contact, they enmesh and resist sliding movement; hills 

collide making unit loads so high that metals in contact weld 

together 

LUBRICANT FILM 

HIGHLY 

LOADED 

CONTACT 

ON Oa oo A se 
HYDRODYNAMIC FLUID FILM 

Io avoid localized welding, rapid wear, and seizure in the 

loaded region, two types of film can be used in sleeve bearings 
A full separating pressurized film can usually be developed 

olely through the fluid viscosity, 

BALL BEARING 
(ROLLING FRICTION) 

BOUNDARY LUBRICATION FILM 

Although these basie types of bearing When microscopic areas of the shaft and bearing collide under 
vill continue to be used, new lubri high loads or at low speeds, a soft protective boundary layer 

cants and novel bearing materials will can be generated by including a reactive sulfur, chlorine. o1 
deve lop phosphorus additive in the oil 

Bearings — How They'll Be in the Future 
By DR. E. G. JACKSON and DR. E. R. BOOSER 

These days the layman can easily con grappling with the problems of 500F tem- — their operation on the low-friction move 

jure up a picture of the technological peratures generated on the surface of — ment of surface passing surface, In other 

roadblocks imposed by the heat barrier piloted aircraft moving atmorethantwice — words, they depend on bearings. Thi 

Almost a classie example by now is the the sper 1 of sound. For atomic power! was essentially true of the first wheel 

intercontinental ballistic missile hurtling — reactors——-particularly airborne nuclear and axle. Today, the extreme loads 

downward through the atmosphere at propulsion type control motors and speeds, and temperatures of modern 

speeds on the order of 10,000 mph, its othe ipparatus may be needed that will technology compound the present situ 

skin glowing white-hot. function at temperatures higher than — ation 

Jut most engineers and scientists en 00 F or in the neighborhood of LOOO | And tomorrow, the demands of an ad 

counter more immediate problems than Like nearly all machines, somewhere VANTLCIIYe ¢ omplex Ler hnology will be even 

this. Right now, for instance, they are and somehow these devices depend for more exacting. 
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mental phenomenon involved is worth 

describing. 
PETROLEUM AI] 

surfaces, even the most finely 

polished, have MUCTOSCOph hills and 

valleys that mesh with the hills and 

DIESTER valleys of opposing surfaces. Areas of 

ictual contact between a polished shaft 

and bearing are thus small fractions of 

POLYGLYCOL the apparent area (illustration, top 

right, page 19). When the hills of shaft 

and bearing collide, unit loads get ex 

HYDROLUBE tremely high—so high. in fact. that tem 

peratures reach the welding point. These 

microscopic welds may be broken as 

fast as they form, and in the process 

PHOSPHATE they may also tear out chunks of metal. 

Such an effeet roughens the surfaces 

Quickly this snowballs to catastrophic 

SILICATE wearing or welding of the shaft in its 

hearing. 

lo reduce friction and prevent these 

SILICONE failures, you must develop a barrier of 

lubrication between surfaces. If all shear- 

ing effects can be restricted to this layer 

of lubricant, no damage to either surface 

eta occurs. Accomplishing this calls for one 

of several te hnique / 

hor one, you could develop a hydro- 

= i | | —— } dynamic, or pressurized, fluid film that 

100 200 300 400 500 js thin but thick enough to keep surface 

irregularities from meshing (illustra- 

USEFUL TEMPERATURE RANGE (DEGREES F) tion, center right, page 19). Such a film 

requires of its lubricant only that it 

Sub- 
OPERATING RANGE of conventional bearings has been extended by recent developme nts of 

new organic fluid ilicones re presenting about the ultimate likely to be achieved, have viscosity resistance to flow. 

jected to high rates of shear, the lubri- 

cant develops back pressures that sup- 

port heavy shafts on a thin film of oil. 
TEMPERATURE LIMITATIONS OF BEARING MATERIALS Another technique is boundary lubri- 

Maximum Useful cation (illustration. lower right. page 

Materials Temperature 19). Here a chemical reaction at the 
(D F) 7 

saiitiats shaft’s surface forms a barrier layer of 

JOURNAL BEARING either oxide or another chemical com- 

Babbitt . . > Sateseyexd ; peices tiles ane 250 pound having low shear strength. You 

Aluminum . ; ste greens ies : 400 ean induce this reaction by adding re- 

Bronze . Ee ees, eee 500 active sulfur, chlorine, or phosphorus 

Silver . . ' bP a a Re Ie 8 600 to the oil. (nelusion of such additives 

Nickel alloys ean pA 1600 in automobile lubricants, incidentally, 

— fe ta 1 opin oe mee po made the spiral-like hypoid gear of 

your ear’s rear axle a practical success.) 

ROLLING BEARING Sometimes, natural components of 

Special ball-bearing steel . A400 the oil effeet boundary lubrication, But 

Medium alloy steels 

High alloy high-speed tool steels ............ 800 usually mineral oil in’ some 

refinement forms the base fluid. These 

600 whether natural or added components, 

state ot 

oils sa) well serve an extensive range ol 

produc ts that only a few mechanisms 

Combating Friction ally though, the axle moves as with the your wateh. for example require spe- 

Essentially there are only two kinds — shaft of an electric motor cial lubricants. Even now, selected 

of bearings (illustration, left, page 19) Rolling-element bearings, typified by — mineral oils lubricate some of America’s 
Che first and oldest-—the sleeve bear the ball bearing in the illustration, are most widely used jet engines 

ing—is well-described by its name: the more recent mechanisms, Their rolling fall, or antifriction, bearings demand 

sleeve bearing fits snugly around an — action reduces friction less of a lubricant. Sull, their require 

axle, as a sleeve fits around your wrist Because sliding friction is the source ments must be met. Contact areas be 

Kither the sleeve on axle rotates. Usu of most bearing problems, the funda tween the balls and raceways aren't 
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points as you might suppose: they are 

ellipses. (Even the hardest materials 

deform elastically under high pressure.) 

Over this small area some sliding occurs 

Hence you 1 a lubricant. What's 

more, between the balls and their sepa 

rators, or retainer pockets, some sliding 

also takes place though at lowe pres- 

sures. 

Limits of Bearing Materials . . 

Presently, the maximum temperature 

tolerable to bearing and lubricant ma 

terials at localized hot spots establishes 

the maximum loads, speeds, and ambient 

temperatures for most bearing systems. 

Many types of bearings reach this uppet 

limit at about 250 to 300 F. 

Other limiting factors are the lubri- 

eant’s chemical and physical stability 

They not only fix the upper tempera 

ture of a bearing system's operation 

but also complicate machinery design 

and manufacture. In short, you must 

make allowances for periodic lubrication 

with fresh oil or grease 

Poday in well over 90 percent of 

industrial sleeve and thrust bearings, 

babbitt metal constitutes the bearing 

material. Invented by Isaae Babbitt of 

Boston in 1839, this material remains 

unsurpassed for excellent: low-friction 

antiscoring, antiwelding, and dirt-em 

bedding qualities. (Babbitt metal is a 

soft alloy consisting largely of either tin 

or lead.) 

Phe metal’s upper temperature limit 

250 FF, now being pushed, is reached 

in some gas turbine, automotive, and 

diesel applications Thus you'll find a 

vigorous search in progress for highet 

temperature bearing materials. Such gait BEARING used to upport compressors in jet engines is being examined by authors 
hearing alloys as aluminum. bronze. Jackso eft) and Boo ifter test-running the bearing at a temperature of OO fF 

nickel, and also pure silver (Table) are 

being currentl ipplied in high-tem 

perature application As vet though y » 29 Varnish judges, and less than those of the fluid lubricant 

none has proved as versatile as babbitt corrosive agents then form in the oil from which they are mace 

Conventional steels used in ball and What re, these lubricants usually A specific application will give you a 

roller bearings have a similar tempera don t have the needed viscosity for the good idea of the adverse condition 

ture limit of about 250 to 300 F. With lempe inge of 69 to +3400 o1 under which bearings and their lubri 

special heat-treating procedures you LOO | ( ive thick enough at the cants must work Dake for ex urniple 

can raise this limit to about 400 | high-tempe ture end, then they re too the main bearings of a jet) engine 

still far from adequate in aircraft jet iscous at the low end (photo) 

engine Neither j this adequate for In industrial devices yrease tre Phese bearing operate in the viewnity 

instrument recessory drives, and other quentl lubricate ball or roller bearings of combustion chamber that reach 

es in missiles and rockets—-nor for Grease imply oil thickened with some temperatures of 4000 i. Rotating at 

that matter even in industrial units yelling a uch a aap have the 

operating at high temperatures, same temperature limitations as oils, In heat internally a well 

6000 rpm the generate a quantity of 

even though 

fact. the ire ¢ mn more restricted be lubricating oil reduce friction. Insu 

and Lubricants both the gel structure and the lated and shielded from the combustion 

limited at least ! e | ( t heat. Generally burner fierce heat, the bearings are Present lubr ! ire 

is severel bearing materials. The rature limits of greases additionally cooled to a more moderate 

best petroleum oil ou can obtain begin instruments S;00 to 400 | is well as lubricated 

to oxidize rapidly at temperatures above 100 degree by the flowing oil 

2) 



1000 

VISCOSITY, CENTIPOISES (LOGARITHMIC) 

400 

1010 JET ENGINE OIL 

mm MERCURY 

Pima _ SODIUM 

600 1000 

TEMPC?ATURE (DEGREES F) 

unlike other VISCOSITY of air and 

gaseous lubricants may be feasible 

steam 

The oil Ss 

turn by 

temperature is reduced in 

walls 

the 

outside air reaching the 

But at 2! 

speed ol sound, outside al hitting the 

of an oil cooler times 

walls generates a temperature of 500 I 
on the cooling tank. Thus you see that 

the temperature of the main bearings, 
though cooled by the oil, will be much 

higher than the oil 

al ‘ has on 

sink, or heat 

fuel. On its 

plane 

heat 

the 

\ fast-moving 

board 

dissipating 

one other 

source 
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lubricants, increases with temperature, Sue hi 

but many problems remain to be solved 

chambers—or 

tank—-the fuel 

heat Already 

this small re 

combustion 

still in its 

Btu's of 

way to. the 

even while 

absorbs many 

many calls are 

source, however. Electronic equipment, 

for exainple, may be immersed right 

in the fuel to keep it cool. The 

pilot, another item in the plane’s con 

human 

trol system, needs cooling too 

And so unquestionably, bearings and 

needed to function ef- lubricants are 

fectively at high temperatures. 

GENERAL ELE TRI 

“Design of bearing sys 

Many groups throughout the country 

anticipated this problem in  turbojets 

and other high temperature engines. 

As a result, in 

of advances 

recent years a number 

were made in_ bearing 

Science, 

Status Quo 

Initial steps beyond natural mineral 

fact taken. 

have 

oils have, in already been 

The 7 hese 

raised the limiting temperature of lu- 

00 F. In the 

example, com- 

stable 

their 

result: synthetie oils 

bricating oils to around 

latest jet 

pounded synthetic oils remain 

to 400 F on Additionally, 

viscosity within the temperature range 

less that of 

(illustration page 20). 

engines tor 

more 

varies than natural oils 

Today you can study a number of 

species of these new synthetics. Chemi- 

cally speaking, they include polyesters, 

chlorinated hy synthetic hydrocarbons. 

drocarbons, polyethers, silicate esters 

and most familiar to you, the silicones 

All have disadvantages in some charac 

variations of viscosity teristics: large 

with temperature; instability in the 

presence of heat, oxygen, or water; or 

inability to provide the boundary lu- 

Stull 

or more of these synthetics can prob- 

ably be modified and adapted to carry 

brication mentioned earlier. one 

conventional bearing systems to 600 o1 

700 | 

are relaxed, 

Known fluids 

range ol 65 lo 

if the lower temperature limits 

with a 

+700 | 

about exhausted as far as adapting them 

And 

so, bearing engineering of the future will 

heed the limits of fluid lubricants. 

The advent of new bearing materials 

temperature 

have been 

to conventional bearing systems. 

has matched the lubricant developments. 

less the 

ly pes are 

steels that 

and 

Jet-engine bearings, more ot 

conventional ball and roller 

tool being made of 

the 

strength at 

mow 

necessary hardness 

high 

have made other 

maintain 

temperatures. Engi 

neers improvements, 

too, by choosing plating materials 

silver, for example that lubricate eas 

ball and roller separa- ily for use on 

tors. 

than flight 

nuclear 

In applications other 

propulsion systems, such as 

electric: power. stations, graphite beat 

ings lubricated with water have been 

water has an 

but 

used successfully. True 

extremely low viscosity becomes 

effective when pumped into a bearing 

under pressure. Further, it has the ad 

REVIEW 



tems will become more 

vantage of being an excellent coolant 

often a secondary function of a lubri- 

cant 

What about the lightly loaded mecha 

nisms as typified by clocks, instruments 

baby buggies, thread guides, and so on? 

In these applications, plastics bearings 

are now used widely without any lubri 

cation. Synthets plastics like nylon 

are parts ularly useful in such applica 

tions because of their low coefhicients 

of tmetion 

Modes of Tomorrow 

So much for the present. For the 

future this much is sure: You'll see 

the same basi types ol bearings being 

used 

Design of bearing systems will be 

come more flexible with the introduc 

tion of new materials and lubricants 

Phen too, design specifications will be 

modified. By eliminating the require- 

ment that lubricants be fluid at 05 | 

ind by heating the oil where necessary 

youll be able to use lubricants more 

viscous at the highest temperatures. In 

other words, it's a matter of cutting off 

the low end of the temperature range 

ind extending the high end. 

These advance it’ the high end may 

be achieved by using molten, or chemi 

cally stable, materials that remain fluid 

over a wide temperature range. In eithes 

sleeve bearings or ball bearings. you 

may find metals like gallium and alloys 

of sodium and potassium as the fluid 

lubricants 

\ few new organic materials also are 

stable at temperatures as high—and 

higher than LOOO KF. The oiliness of 

such fluids may have to be further 

de veloped But their use appears feas 

ible, once engineers stop insisting that 

lubricants be fluid at ordinary tempera 

tures 

Io utilize such fluids, ball bearings 

need more strength and fatigue resist 

ince. The high pressure—and its cyclic 

ipplication— that ball bearings are sub 

jected to pose the real problem. Even 

the high-speed tool steels obtainable 

today lose strength rapidly at 1000 F. 

Perhaps acceptable substitutes may 

crop up among the sintered carbides 

(used for cutting tools), intermetallic 

compounds newel ys, or even 

ceramics 

sof a proble min 

bearing r ‘ ou may find 

that another tyj ubricant will be 

4 
flexible with new materials and lubricants. 

adopted. Where a hydrodynamic bar- mounted? Perhaps the answer lies in 

rier——or pressurized fluid film—is uti- the development of more efficient dry 

lized, sleeve bearings require of their lubricants. With these, in faet, you 

lubricants only viscosity. And the faster could well eliminate all) your other 

the shaft turns or the narrower the lubricant problems, such as chemical 

clearance between shaft and bearing, — stability and the changes that occur in 

the less viscosity required viscosily. 

Carried beyond ordinary extremes, Already, dry lubricants like graphite 

you can interpret this to mean that and molybdenum disulfide satisfy some 

gasecou lubricants are feasible While slow speed applications. However, they 

air or steam as fluids may be low in’ do not form. self-renewing boundary 

viscosity, they have thermal and oxida- layers the way fluids do—a_ principal 

tion stability. Instead of decreasing with disadvantage. Eventually this results in 

temperature, their viscosity improves loss of lubrication on the worn areas 

(illustration, opposite page). and, inevitably, failure. Needed to offset 

Naturally, the use of steam as a lu- this disadvantage is an extremely tena 

bricant is highly attractive to engineers cious dry lubricant coating or, lacking 

designing team turbines. A readily that, a means of continually rebuilding 

available product, it reduces fire hazards — the boundary layet 

and problems of sealing. Perhaps one Che first steps toward such lubricants 

day you may even see an electric motor have already been taken. Powdered 

with its rotor turning and supported in’ molybdenum sulfide and graphite dusts, 

air. The stator would be the only bear- fed into rotating ball bearings by ait 

ing. With heavy loads, the high pressure stream, have successfully lubricated 

air from an auxiliary compressor could the bearings at temperatures as high 

also be used to float the rotor on air, as L000 f 

These are fanciful schemes. Whether Other dry materials—one of these, 

they will prove practicable depends on boron  nitride-—-also exhibit) lubricity, 

the magnitude of the technological that is, form boundary layers. A dry 

problems they impose. For example, you lubricant) even more effective than 

can't overlook the possibility that at graphite will possibly be discovered in 

temperatures of LOOO or 2000 F, air the future. 

and steam ma corrode bearing ma- 

terial No Magnetic Bearings 

Phe close clearance would require fine Perhaps the most radical suggestion 

alignment. And the failure of the air you've heard for a bearing fluid is the 

upply. would immediately flux of a magnetic field. Unfortunately 

dt velding of the bearing such an idea seems the least practical 

now. This suggestion has one drawback: 

Or steam 

result) in 

surlace 

How will the ( difhte ulties he Sule you would need extremely high may 

netic strengths to carry heavy loads. 

Coupled to this stands the discouraging 

fact that magnetic materials lose their 

magnetism as temperature increases, 
lectric 18. D ' 

Electric in 1948, Dr The magnetic suspension for watthour 
ed on development studies fon Ue pmen uate meters where loads and speeds are 

d lubricants for use in jet 
negligible has, however, achieved out- 

reraft equipment, motors 
standing success. household appliance $, 

er, Bearing and Lubri , 

Medium Induction No Radical Changes 

Laboratory, Schenee- And so, finally, you have to conclude 

ed the book Bearinc that bearings of the future won't be 

\ertication (MeGrau radically different from today’s. Inno 

ed for publication this vations will be generally a switch to new 
chson —Supervisor, Bear 

Y high-temperature bearing materials } j 
iation toni Thom on 

fircraft Engine De 

/ vill | concerned 

wail By and large, high-performance ma 

perhaps a shift to either fascous of 

solid lubricants 

if hearing and 

and lubrication for chinery of the future will have the 

He has heen with same bearing design as the chariots of 

ince 1951, Caesar's Rome. & 
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Is Latin America really the new land of 
opportunity? What does an engineer do 
there? Does language form a barrier for 
the “foreigner” ? 

Ed Krieger (photos) spent five years in 
International General Electric's office in 
Medellin, Colombia, South America. 

He is now back in the States, and on the 
following pages he gives you his impressions, 
tells you about some customs, and describes 
what it’s like in the city and on field trips. 

Engineer in Colombia: 
“Arrive by Air, Continue on Foot” 

(Story continues on page 26) 

° IGE. offices occupying one wing of a modern building located in the heart of the city—hum with typical office 

In Medellin activity. Daily conferences with sales personnel help the Company keep abreast of market trends while... 
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| th Fj ld Jungle trail and mountaintop slow transportation of people and equipment to customers situated in remote location 
n e ie Sinking new shaft at a gold mine ‘ both potential iles of pulp motor ind other electrical busine 

completion of morning dictation frees the day for call n luncheon conferences in dining room of | 

pective « to ind Company contacts oftes times business is transacted in restful atmosphere 



Engineer in Colombia 
(Story begins on page 24) 

hd Krieger A cussed hi 

South with Review 

Ilere 

( epervence “ti 

{merica editor 

an edited transe riptof his remarh 

In the bottom of a saucer-like « up lies 

the city of Medellin. On all sides the 

mountains rise abruptly with only a pass 

to the 

the valley's floor 

north beginning at the level of 

Flowing through the 

the Mavdalena 

All ais 

for thei approa hye 

valley Is a rive 

to the 

narrow 

that drains out north 

planes use the pass 

and takeoffs, 

Medellin’s 

publicity people who live there to call 

it the “Land of Eternal Spring.” | would 

beautiful climate prompts 

say that throughout the year it’s about 

like late April or early May in New 

York City. We wore wool suits to the 

office all) year round, but we = never 

needed a topcoat—although some nights 

a tweed eoal felt good [hi women had 

no need for a fur coat; they usually 

wore either a stole or a cape. Sometimes 

during the heat of the day——say, from 

1} am until | or 2 pm—it got hot 

but only in the sun, We quickly caught 

on to the comfort of walking on the 

shady side of the street 

Medellin does have Cine 

It rains almost 

rainy season 

that lasts for six weeks 

like ‘ low kwork: every day 

hour beginning anywhere 

usually for an 

from 4 to 6 

o'clock. In the morning with a perfectly 

clear sky, you wouldn't think to take a 

raincoat, But when you go home for 
lunch, your raincoat goes back with 

you to the office, Because just as you 

leave the office, that’s when it starts 

to rain-—and rain hard—but only for an 

hour 

Of the city’s few tall buildings, the 

tallest has 12 stories. As land has become 

more expelisive and property Laxes 

higher, buildings are now going up 

instead of out All of them have been 

built since World War I] probably 

L951, our 

IGE office moved into one wing of the 

Building 

comfortable, owned by one of the biggest 

within the past few years. In 

new Fabricato modern and 

textile mills 

We 

didn't 

windows. 

conditioning for we 

We 

and everything stayed clean 

No one suflered 

fact 

Air-conditioning 

had no au 

need it. just opened the 

because of so little dust 

the 

everyone 

from heat in the ofhee: in 

wore a coat, 

sales were practically nonexistent. But 

mare we sold a few for laboratory use 
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to provide clean air than to cool it 

The building trend in South America 

has changed fantastically in the past LO 

years. During the war, these countries 

couldn't import, but they had acquired 

selling 

With 
concen 

result of 

States. 

they 

factories 

credit as a 

United 

credit. 

a dollar 

products to. the 

this 

trated on 

offices 

building has developed and modernized 

accumulated 

building new and 
and new homes Consequently, 

perhaps more rapidly than in the States. 

Handling the Language 

the wife 

and | used a scheme common for 

To learn language my 

Sall 

“foreigners: we invited a teacher for 

breakfast daily for an hour or so of 

study. In this way, we learned the names 

of the food and common household 

items. We did this for six months. 

At the same time [ had a professor 

a teacher, that is—-come into the office 

three We 

concentrated on the technical language 

for an hour days a week 

I would use in dealing with customers 

While this was going on, Sally studied 

local women, a 

well-run and highly regarded educational 

in the university for 

institution. Many of the professors had 

them 

his 
exposure lo 

studied in’ Europe, but most of 

had come from the United States 

wasn't my first 

Spanish: she had attended the Univer 

Mexico 

while | was overseds 

wiles 

with her three. sisters 

And sa) she had a 

predisposition toward the language and 

sity of 

enjoved her studies 

Learning another language is a chal 

lenge it you an extracurricular 

interest in life. Also, you're proud that 

Lives 

you can express yourself with relative 

ease in front of strangers. [It’s enjoyable 

to just sit back and relax and earry ona 

conversation, A person can vet a vreal 

deal of that It’s 

worth all the time spent. 

Servants rarely speak English; they 

make little effort to learn it. Under the 

American 

satisfaction out of 

circumstances, Wives acquire 

a peculiar vocabulary of their own, This 

vegetables includes words for all the 

household effeets, and similar items 

generally seasoned with local slang 

picked up from their maids. Because of 

this local vernacular, their vocabulary 

differs a little from the men’s. Fortu 

nately, the wives recognize it as slang 

and avoid it when they're in’ propet 

society. But my wife did surprise me 

fp 
: é 

After Hours 
From apartment, Krie- 

gers ‘ ould see Andes eee 

occasionally by using some words | had 

never heard before 

Role of a District Engineer 

My first assignment in Colombia with 

IGK was as a district engineer. It gave 

me an opportunity to become acquainted 

with the industrial customers. In thei 

a particular technical 

these 

States of 

preparation for 

held, 

studied in from English 

textbooks all the fae- 

tories, electrical engineers usually speak 

some English little 

Also, the technical vocabulary in Span- 

ish is almost identical to that in English 

You could read some technical material 

of LOO words 

he able to identify 

many of men have either 

For example, in 

possibly quite a 

volts, amps, watts—-and 

80 of them without 

any Spanish background. It’s an easy. 

convenient way of starting out with 

Spanish, 

The industries are growing rapidly 

perhaps too rapidly. They re anxious to 

vet into electronic controls: their last 

type of control was something mechani 

cal, let alone electric. Not being prope! ly 

set up to maintain and operate electron 

gear, the customers depend on the dis- 

trict keep 

running. And it’s quite a job for him. 

engineer to their plants 

A Working Day. . . and Night 

Our working day differed from yours 

in the States. We worked from & to 6, 

with lunch from 12 till 2. The two-hour 

siesta sounds like a wonderful 

but it drawbacks: 

lunch puts on a lot of excess poundage, 

thing. 

alter has napping 
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. and in leisu 

SIOnS for inne il Ors hid Dane ec one 

and the drowsiness lingers on into the 

afternoon, Many of the Americans go 

home and relax, read a magazine, and 

then return to the offiee early. If you 

irrived back at | o'clock. for an hour 

vou would have and) quiet) in 

a lot ol work done, Some 

times this was a big help We also worked 

peace 

which to get 

hours. from 8 tll on Saturdays for four 
| ) 

In addition to long working hours. we 

were obligated to entertain frequently 

on behalf of business—not only inviting 

all our customers but also accepling 

invitations from such organizations as 

the National City Bank and the Royal 

Bank of Canada and the petroleum 

COHTpPanles Over a live-Veal period, | 

think Sally and | averaged two or three 

nights a week at some business-social 

event—giving or attending a party 

Those evening sessions were probably 

is lnportant i ill oul working day 

put together \nd this) exposure to 

business people definitely required pol 

ishing up our Spanish 

Those part evening were long 

Working ull 6. we couldn't conceivably 

be anywhere before o clock and the 

average invitation for cocktails and 

dinner would be at 1 or & o clock, 

\ two-hour cocktail session usually 

pl ceded dinner so that guests in Colom 

bi a hore were never served before 

9-50 or LO o clock With »or O or 7 

courses, we wouldn't finish dinner until 

11:30. Guests would 

one brandy 

lo eal 

then be erved coffee and 

tiitermbatye 

re evening hours they attended gala occa 

and enjoyed in golf, tennis, and swimming 

and home. At first we managed this 

with some difficulty, for sleeping on a 

full stomach at that late hour can be 

uncomfortable But the late hours 

became a habit, and now we can't adjust 

brane kh to the 

in the State 

ol ] o¢ low k dinner hour 

Phe large number of national and 

religious holidays compensated for the 

long vork eek \s | ree ill We enjoved 

This meant that at 

we had a W ednesday 

17 annual holid IVs 

least once a month 

or some other day off. Then they also 

had a puente a bridge what you 

in the States call a long weekend. I 

Tuesda ere 1 holiday then the 

employe ruld like to have a puente 

in othes ords a bridge over Monday 

When thi ecurred se left) worl 

Saturday noon and dvin’t return until 

Wedme da 

\ typieal ome 

Visil ton Utne 

morniny 

bith several ineluded 

man gold mines in the 

lerritot itrip to the veneral othee of 

Gk in 

trial customer 

Bovota. conferences with indus 

planning eXpatl holies Ol 

them fast-gs ing industries, and fre 

quent discussions with the applianes 

distributo throughout the territor 

lar from a monotonous operation 

A Day in the Field 

\ da rk outside Medellin is 

nother matter [ reeall an Inspection 

iripy aot tne PM radio-communication 

stem installed for the oil pipeline 

running from Puerto Berrio on the 

Maydalena Rive ind across the central 

mountaw ve of Colombia to Medel 

year-round sport 

weekend fun in Medellin’s beautiful Country Club where they participated 

im olombi i 

lin \ecompanied bh representative 

of the State-owned Antioquian Railway 

(owners of the COMpPany ope rating the 

specialist a 

U.S. 

pripre lime -B pipeline 

the 

repre 

seritalive ol construction 

company making the installation, and 

two Colombian IGE eleetronies tech 

nicians, | took an almost typieal field 

trip 

hirst we traveled on a small rail eas 

over 120 miles of diffieult) mountain 

terrain Then came mulebach jeep, 

canoe, and finally we traveled on foot, as 

happens We checked in frequently 

tallations of transmitting it) an 

ceiving equipment relays, and remote 

control equipment from [0.000-foot 

mountain peaks to a het and humid 

village on the banks of the 

Magdalena River. | call this an 

typical trip because we did 

lranisportation a 

tropical 

almost 

not use the 

airplane i form ol 

familiar and indispensable tn Colombia 

as the subway in New York. On the 

field would 

COPEL en ibe 

majority of Irips we arrive 

by au on loot, or sometime 

wind upin a jeep 

Colombian Businessman 

The Colombian businessman has an 

exceedingly high degree of integrity 

brankl thi urprised me 1 had 

thought he might be a little cagey 

Sut | was wrong Phey re hrewd 

hard working tien 

An energety pontaneou person 

the Colombian businessman conduet 

his busine imilarl to his) private 

life In the latest issue of Fuaetory 
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Customer Relations 

device that 

In hi 

produc t, even 

he may see a implifies a 

certain operation, eagerness Lo 

have the though un 

prepared lo maintain or operate it hie 

calls and orders it and insists on buying 

the device, Our job: unsell him on the 

idea 

The 

hard-driving manner, even on 

businessman also bargains in a 

formal 

quotations, One time | quoted a tran 

former at $15,000, The president of the 

and started with 

friendly talk, But | 

that he wanted to buy the 

for $15,000, We 

with 

firm phoned 

small soon learned 

transformer 

bargained and finally 

$15,350, This typifies 

the bargaining, whether the 

for $20 or $20,000 

wound up 

item sell 

Colombian bus \ man operating a 

iness probably averages about 10 years 

younger and works even harder than 

his counterpart in’ the State Whe 

average president of a big firm-—-say, 

one with more than 8000 employees 

earh i) 

late 10s, \t 

he retained 

is probably in his having 

job while in hi 

I retire 

begun the 

around oO or so he 

have an office, and act as a consultant 

A few 

travels 

vears later he really quits and 

wile—they may go to 

that 

with his 

Kurope for a year, By time hi 

childre noare prowh up and mares d Hi 

life, having put in 10 to 15 

head of a 

just enjoys 

hard years as the COTM PAT 

But he usually remains on the board 

of director 

Salaries of Colombian businessmen 

are normally high, again in) keeping 

with the contrast-——vou re rich or vou re 

pool If vou work for a living, vou 

either make a mere pittance or a sizable 

sum of money. There's no middle layer 
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District engineer must solve problems 

high in the Aricle , or working with local enginees 

and few men to fill those spots. For 

ou don't become a well-paid man in the 

middle 

in the top of the middle stratum. Ones 

tratum of management. even 

iman enters the influential areas where 

he makes major decisions, his salary 

uddenly quadruples: but he has ex 

perienced little or no growth 

I needed several men for jobs that 

paid $400 to $500 a month. but T just 
couldn't Plenty 

job for $200 a month. but they were of 

$200-a-month caliber. The next bracket 

wanted S800 to S900 

find any wanted the 

a month 

middle 

a continuing problem there, 

of men 

Locating good men in the 

ground is 

Ifa man lifts himself up, studies to 

acquire new abilities. and benefits from 

he ean quickly jump 

clerk to the 

a small firm 

his ( Yperu hee, 

little 

veneral manager of 

from more than a 

American Associates 

Qur American business associates in 

Medellin proved to be extremely com 

patible Out 
' 

would ChHyOYV Close lies 

ot sil 10 couples we 

and relationships 

Try the this 

reduced to. say. 

States with 7 or 8 of them 

ratio would be Iwo ol 

three couple Although surprising tou 

at first 

tandable: 

tandards, we 

this was completely under 

we'd all been creened along 

went of our own imilar 

and owe welcomed the ad- 

and challenge. We 

interesting eroup of people 

volition 

venture formed an 

ambitiou 

and independent. They were all willing 

to take the hull hy the horns and do 

things——-as vou must do there. Time 

didn’t permit: checking back with the 

home ofhee, and we had no more ex 

per need person to turn to. We made 

whether inspecting a frequency 
whose handling facilities are 

modulation relay station 

not always the best. 

our own decisions and, with practice, 

the good decisions outweighed the bad 

Our 

ported and encouraged Us. 

ones management always sup- 

I liked the stimulating atmosphere: 

one moment vou re dis Ussing sare 

knotty 

with a voung bank president while in 

oroblem in foreign exchange 

the next conversation youre talking 

steam turbines with a new customer, 

Phe (Company urges men to go to 

South America: and they make it at 

tractive for those who like to accep 

responsibility its part of their de 

velopment program, 

Apartment Living 

Krom our eight-story apartment 

| could walk to the IGE office 

Nicely situated on the 

lop floor, we looked out over the valley 

balcony. The mountains 

sides. Not pal 

tiie daytime the 

building 

in five minutes 

from our large 

stood around us on all 

ticularly attractive in 

Andes—-huge but not majestic like the 

\lps added to the beauty of the night 

Che tiny lights flekering in the valley 

wainst the mountainous background 

made a beautiful sight 

Colombia During our five years in 

we lived in two houses. Then we chose 

a modern apartment, built by a wealthy 

cotles 

He really did it up 

les steel all-Gene ral Klee tru equipped 

owher as 4a private investment. 

brown: the stam 

kitchens included, for example, hot and 

cold water Laps for automatic washers 

Kach floor had a_ stainless-steel in 

cinerator chute 

Qur apartment had two baths. three 

bedrooms. and a large 24 &* 28-foot living 

wall of glass. The rela with one room 



tively small dining room ideally suited 

buffet serving for large parties. 

The maid’s quarters included a bed 

room and bath. We paid $135 a month 

for the apartment. 

Because of our well-organized apart 

only one servant. ment. we needed 

Once a week a woman ironed for us 

and another cleaned the floors. 

Parties in our apartment were nor 

mally from 10 to 30 

people. We seldom had one couple if 

large—anvwhere 

for bridge. For large-scale entertaining 

the majority for business, we needed 

lots of 

entertaining, and yenerous kitchen fa- 

We LO-« ubie-loot re- 

and a 

space—living areas, space for 

cilities. had a 

frigerator l5-cubie-foot freezer. 

Often | 

from the office or a custome 

would bring someone home 

from one 

of the gold mines who would drop into 

air. | did 

knowing the 

town out of thin this on a 

moment's notice, maid 

could easily prepare a dinner from the 

freezer. 

Food Differential 

Meat 

States, but we 

less than in the little 

couldn t 

costs a 

always get it 

Whenever we 

could get meat in the cuts we liked. we 

or the cut we wanted. 

stocked up and stored it in our freezer 

The Rockefeller 

perimented with many agriculture pro 

Foundation — ex 

esper ially sweet corn “us grown 

States, 

Colombia. The family 

low al Ro kefeller 

and they always brought home enough 

ducts 

in the which is not native to 

liv ie below us 

were representatives, 

corn for us, too, as well as peas and 

beans grown experimentally. 

vfégetables tasted wood Generally 

and fresh. Anyone who owned a small 

pat h of land in the Andes often came 

in on a bus carrying over his shoulder 

a big bundle of produce, which he sold 

on the market 

Canned yoods are really quite a 

instance, 5O cents for a can 

And 

are not raised there; if vou buy a small 

high il 

Local fruits are 

luxury: for 

of Campbell's soup. mushrooms 

can, about |! inches costs 

equivalent to a dollar 

Inexpensive and delicious. but high- 

pri ed canned fruits served as a dessert 

are looked upon as a great delicacy 

boast about its ice Colombia can't 

cream. They do have ice cream parlors. 

but the ie 

looks like 

generally 

and 

Milk 

and so 6UWO 

cream is either watery 

sherbet or it's sour. 

isnt pure there. 

And from the little | know 

about cooking, | guess it's tough making 

boiled milk. Our 

boiled ours 

ice cream with WIVES 

A FEW FACTS ABOUT ED KRIEGER ... 

Kdward | Krieger with the 

General kleetrice ompany on the Test 

W hile being recruited 

kleetrie, the 

came 

Course in LOW 

! International General 

Army Corps of 

mle etive duty 

kngineers called him 

i his discharge in L945. he began 

with IGh. Scheneetady, in the 

eclron covering hurepe the Mid 

Africa. In L916, he was 

the South 

Venezuela, Colombia 

and Chile 

ist ind 

issigned to (American section 

dealing silt Keua 

dor, Pet Bolivia 

Krieger 

to Medellin (Med °Ven’) where 

In L949 went as a distriet 

usually made ice cream at home, and 

we seldom bought it 

uni- Commercial refrigeration is not 

versally used there, and Colombia has 

people properly pre 

couldn't drink the 

hought 5-gallon 

Phey 
IS cents a 

make 

Also, we 

instead we 

distilled 

only 

no laws to 

serve food 

lap walter 

bottles of were 

bottle 

water, 

EN pM Tisive 

delive red to your house 

Entertainment 

Che Colombian Symphony Orchestra 

has many members who are displaced 

lurope in Phis 

handicapped by limited facilities. Nearly 

all the 

ported bine \rt 

excellent: orchestra is 

ciltes have iu well-sup- 

Building. but it's on 

are the auditoriums and 

Major 

a small seale, a 

theatre 

During the five years we 

Medellin ivreal many traveling shows 

euly Xavier 

plus Katherine Dunham 

Vibbet. The South 

field attracts 

lived in 

came to the (lugat came 

several time 

and Lawrences (Ameri 

can entertamment artists 

who are on them way upooron their way 

olles a fertile field 

them elves or coast along on 

down It to either 

Hnproave 

thei reputation 

Generall 

have had litth 

Chibeha Indians had an art 

peaking, the Colombians 

real art in their history 

he rhalive 

ina sense, but litthe music or poetry has 

develope d he ‘ painters olf any note and 

only one or two have come out 

of the 

sinners 

count 

Social Life 

Much of oun 

around Mii de llin . 

beautiful golf co s¢ 

sine ial life revolved 

country club with its 

| he Mex pensive 

he later became district manager. ‘This 

ity, the capital of Antioquia and the 

industrial center of Colombia, has a 

population of 350,000, Here he and his 

wife, Sally —a Phi Beta Kappa chemistry 

Wellesley their 

home for five years 

graduate from made 

Now back in the States, Mr. Krieger 

is Manager Products Sales 

Consumer Goods Export Department 

Consumer 

International General Fleetric Company 

New York Division 

All the photographs that are used in 

this article from Mr. Krieger come 

pel sonal files 

labor is partially responsible for the well 

And 

because of the mountains 

maintained golf courses in the area 
they re seeni 

and lush growing season, American em 

plovees enjoys playing golf when they 

have time. Oddly enough, it’s purely a 

You work until 6 

15 minutes later an abrupt twilight set 

Darkness 

shade 

week-end sport and 

comes iba 

pulled 

thes over the city 

hurry, as though a were 

down 

South America has an interesting 

dont 

they're 

Latin gentleman makes the grand ges 

women have to 

country clubs all invited 

ture. Any woman can use the facilities 

but clubs adhere strietly to thet poliey 

he 

clubs really extend the red-carpet treat 

concerning male nonmembers 

ment to out-ol-town visitors, giving them 

all sorts of attention. This is easily ae 

complished for a relatively modest club 

may have LOO to 200 employer . 

However. belonging to a club can be 

expensive because the liqques Is expen 

sive: $12 to $15 a bottle. Rum is excel 

lent and relatively inexpensive, but 

people usually don't want to drink it 

Xe lusively 

Dues to porn the country club run ex 

tremely high. To buy into a country 

club in Bogota or Caracas would cost 
$4000 to $10,000 a share, The 

(Company venerally owns some shares, 

about 

with the membership in’ the employee s 

Now 

monthly 

name as long as he resides there 

an unusual thing the 

Boyota Country 

here's 

dues are low In the 

about 340 

in Medellin 

many homes have SWirhimiinig pools a 

club. the 

Club. for instance, they re 

Besides the country club 

well as the downtown men 
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“The taxis in Medellin baffled me .... Everyone is taxi-happy.” 

Union Club, which has tennis courts, too. 

We also had a guest membership in the 

Army Officers’ Club 

Educating the Children 

kor the children in Medellin’s foreign 

colony, the U.S. State De partment sup 

ports the Columbus School, run by a 

joint Colombian and American Board of 

Directors. A beautiful, modern building 

constructed to New York State Board of 

Education specifications, the school sits 

overlooking the on the mountainside 

valley. Itresembles newer central schools 

The 4 hool USC. NY 

State Regents exams and follows teacher 

in the Empire State 

qualification recommendations 

Some of the American companies 

contributed to the school. For instance 

General Electric furnished the lighting 

and Johns-Manville supplied the roofing 

All the foreign concerns own shares 

because they bought the bonds. 

The school has 

interest for the foreign colony 

hecome a center of 

On some 

evenings the equivalent of bingo and such 

games are run for the school’s benefit. 

Usually 15 teachers staff the school, 

half of whom qualify under the NY 

State Regents exams. They 
better 

receive an 

attractive salary than in the 

States——plus transportation to Medellin. 

Wives with teaching experience com 
prise the other half of the faculty 

A child who aequires his secondary 

me hooling there has a ubique experience 

in store. kor one thing, he receives 

plenty of attention, for classes are small 

never more than 15. But even more 

important, he is exposed to children 

who have lived in all parts of the world 

Through this association, the children 

acquire a breadth of outlook not usually 

possible in the States. 

But children 

school age, the preture changes drasti- 

cally, At the local high school 

thing is in Spanish. And standards aren't 

Stateside in 

when the reach high 

every 

anywhere neat regard to 

college-entrance requirements. It pre 

sents a problem, and the children have 

to be sent back to the States. Most com 

General Electric 

round-trip) ex 

panies—including 

stand this once-a-year 

petise for high-school and college-age 

youth. Or, 

round trip if the child stays in the States 

one parent can make the 

Influx of Automobiles 

Tariffs in Colombia favor lightweight 
automobiles but not necessarily low 

30 

More and 
/ uropean cars, espe ially the small ones 

priced ones, more We saw 

coming into the country. Families bring 

MG ora Volkswagon 

because the lightweight cars are practi 

a Porsche or an 

cally the only cars you can afford to own 

This does not hold true in 

Venezuela, a rich in dollars 

But in Colombia a 1956 Chevrolet would 

probably cost $5500 or $6000 

in Colombia 

eountry 

regard 

less of whether it was bought there o1 

When the first 

Oldsmobile Fiesta convertible came out, 

SROOO 

brought in plus duty. 

it sold down there for 

We took our Ford stationwagon with 

us, and it proved to be highly conven 

just ove! 

ient. We frequently wandered through 

the mountains with friends, taking along 

pienic lunches and driving out to some 

beautiful mountain springs and through 

quaint little villages. 
At one stage, some political troubse 

that 

sort of like the common 

cut down our pienies: but Was a 

passing thing 

cold 

we did get a little nervous about it. 

We paid about 23 cents a gallon for 

gasoline Located in the northern part 

of South both Colombia and 

Venezuc la 

They don’t bother foreigners, but 

America, 

have sizable oil deposits 

These countries produce their own gas- 

oline. And this section has a large re 

finery mostly General Electric equipped 

and owned by a subsidiary of the Stand- 

ard Oil Company. 

Overland transportation by rail or 

truck is so difficult: that 

practically all the gasoline. Government 

they pipe in 

owned pipelines spread throughout the 

country—running up and down and over 

mountains and across rivers. To lay a 

6-ineh pipe costs much less than cutting 

a road through some of the mountains 

Incidentally, the transportation prob- 

reason why 

United 

lem ean he blamed as one 

Colombia is so far behind the 

States in social and economic develop 

ment. One city can't make a product and 

expect to sell it at a reasonable price in 

another large city some 500 miles away 

It costs too much to transport the prod 

uct. The natives say that Colombia went 

from the burro to the airplane—and 

that 

have no road network and a 

describes the situation. For they 

poor rail 

system. Many millions of dollars are now 

heing spent to improve this condition, 

The Magdalena 

north and south, forms the main artery 

of communication and 

It's much like the Mississippi 

River, whieh runs 

transportation, 

broad, 

dirty, and long. The oil companies have 

harges similar to those on the Mississippi 

River. But once they get the gasoline up 

into the mountains. moving it to Bogota. 

only 100 airline miles away, would prob- 

ably take anothes 

the pipelines 

Phe taxis in 

Many are 

$5000. Yet 

week, were it not for 

Medellin baflled me 

new and you know they 

take a ride 

about i) 

cost 

about you can 

there that costs vou a 

or 40 cents—while in the States it would 

peso 

cost you a dollar or more. 

I never understood how they made a 

vo of it; the rates didm’t change in the 

live years we lived there. It surprised me 

to discover that some of my office em 

clerks 

often take a taxt home at 

ployees working at relatively 

low salaries 

night. Two or three fellows who live in 

the same neighborhood may go together. 

ihis way it only costs each of them 

the equivalent of a dime. Everyone is 

We lost one of our best ap- 

pliance salesmen; he bought a car and 

said he 

laxi-happy. 

went into the taxt business 

could make more money. 

How Our Wives Kept Busy 

Some of the American wives formed 

various art groups. One group specifi 

studied the South 

other 

cally history of 

America. Every week they 

tea anda speaker, followed by a diseus- 

all in Spanish. Sally found it both 

had a 

Shon 

interesting and educational. 

| would have enjoyed doing something 

similar to that in the men’s group. Par- 

licipating in that sort of thing sets a 

foreigner apart. If he develops a sincere 

interest in the country—-not merely the 

mechanics of the language—studies 

some of its history, and learns to under- 

doors stand the people more, many 

open for him both in business and so« ial- 

I would say that 

this 

ly. But, unfortunately, 

North 

Some representatives of the bigger firms 

nol many Americans do 

do because they have had it impressed 

upon them, Too many of the Americans 

vo through the motions of learning the 

language, leave it at that, and thus make 

no real contribution to the country 

fo say that Sally and IT enjoyed our- 

selves in Colombia won't come as any 

surprise after vou have read about out 

interesting 

well 

imagine, our five years passed quickly. 

Actually, Sally 

to stay filleen, Q 

wav of life there and the 

activilies we pursued, As you can 

savs that she was ready 



FOUR-YEAR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CURRICULUM 

CHEMISTRY 

PHYSICS 

CIRCUIT 
THEORY 

SECOND 
YEAR 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

APPLIED ELECTRONICS 

ENERGY TRANSMISSION 
AND RADIATION 

FOURTH 
YEAR 

ELECTIVE 

APPLIED 

MECHANICS 

FIELDS, MATERIALS, 
AND COMPONENTS 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY ELECTIVE 
CONVERTERS 

ELECTRICAL POWER 
MODULATORS 

PROFESSIONAL ELECTIVES 

MATHEMATICS MILITARY HUMANITIES 

SCIENCE 

THERMODYNAMICS 
PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS 

THESIS 

Energy Conversion Highlights A New Curriculum 
By DR. A. KUSKO and DR. D. C. WHITE 

Fundamental revision of undergrad. 

uate electrical engineering education at 

the Massachusetts Institute of Tech 

nology led to a promising development 

stimulating instructional methods, ma 

terials, and techniques based on new 

concepts of teaching electrical energy 

conversion 

The new program broke with tradition 

in every instance where methods based 

on past heritage no longer advanced 

with scientific and engineering progress 

Ihe electrical portion of the revised 

curriculum comprises a group of eight 

core subjects. Three of them, organized 

under the broad title of Energy Conver 

sion, provide each electrical engineering 

student with an understanding of the 

utilization, and control of 

Rach 
a parallel subject sequence 

conversion, 

electric energ) student also 

studies 

Not mere sub 

and d ‘ 

information processing 

stitutes for the traditional a-« 

machinery of transmission sub 

the new 

powell 

jects program and its contents 

recognize imaginative processing = ol 

energ as a major responsibility of 

engineet 

Ihe impact ol the elements that rep 

o 

1 Dr. White are Associate 

klectrical 

of Technology 

Ku ko pecialt cs 

and regu 

Dr. Kus 

Professors of 
Vassachusett Institute 

Cambridgwe a Dy 

hinery control 

/ ngineering 

and magnetic Dr 

meerned with electric energy 

fem and magnets le 

consultants and oth acta 

related lo thew re per 

resent the recent abundance of new ma 

environments, SsOuUTCEeS terials energy 

and caleulating machines has increased 

the demand for scientific competence in 

Phe fields of feed 

automation 

tomorrow 

back 

manitest 

that 

s enyineet 

control systems and 

two of the recent activities 

cross the traditional boundaries 

fhe lis ol 

3, circuit theory 

between the machinery, elec 

trom and communica 

lions, 

Briefly the re 

ade quate ly 

vised eurrhe ulum pul 

poses to equip electrical 

engineers for advancing electrical tech 

nology in any industry 

Energy-Conversion Sequence 

Within the complete four-year eles 

trical engineering curriculum (illustra 

weekly 

laborator \ 

tion), each subject includes 

lectures, reeitations, and 
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VERSION, UTILIZATION, AND CONTROL OF ELECTRIC ENERGY 

ELECTRICAL ENERGY CONVERTERS ELECTRICAL POWER MODULATORS 

(Offered in the Third Year) (Offered in the Fourth Year) 

Objectives Objectives 
Point up the properties of materials and their interaction 

Recognize and clarify the two major functions of energy con 
nuit the funetions of energy storage. trar hie lds as the carry ¢ 

verters: energy conversion—-interaction of physical system 
fer ind Conversiol 

that cause energy change: and power modulation -dynaniu 

of energ converter formulated as terminal behavior for 
Emphasize that prope rhe and veometry of material LIN parse 

tem operation 
limitations on the energy processed by devices formed fron 

these materials and also determine parameters imposed by these 

devices on the stems in whe h they operate, Subject Content 

hiv ld and Circuit Concepts for klectromechanical Systems in Re l 

ative Motion —considers the interactions of field and matter in 

formulations of this interaction im 

Subject Content 

Energy Sora ge determines circutt parameters the maximun relative motion and. the 

energy that devices can store, and such properties as qualit terms of energy funetions that yield the equations of motion 

factor of a device, by utilizing the materials’ properties and Phis leads into special relativity for fields in relative motion 

their geomets ind the Hamilton and Lagrangian principles for the study of 

tem dynamic 

knerg\ Transfer utilize the Poynting vector and quasi 

ly sys | his | «| nergy s re hy anal l to mow thi relationship to energy toraue thie ! 
I Dynamics of knerg Converters deal with the characterization 

energy-transfer device being the transformer. 
and dynamu behavior ol electromechanical eneruy proce siti 

devices. controlled from a signal that modulates energy flow in 
klectromechanical knergy Conversion -covers the simple nor thei respective system Present technology « Kperience two 

rotating electromechanical devices, excited from a single eles difficulties analyzing dynamics of nonlinear device md 

tric source and dependent on either a magnetic or an electric tems: and determining analytically the dynamie behavior of 

field for eleetromechanical coupling. Models demonstrat rotating power modulator Phe course explores possible solu 

energy conversion with electric- or magnetic field storage pace thon 

as the medium for energy transfer between the electrical and 

mechanical systems that are coupled by the device. This ay 

plication extends to transducers with ineremental-motior Vultiple-kxcited knergy Converters Such as Power Modulator 

linear operation for converting energy—-when the information derives linear transfer funetions where possible and carries out 

work in these terms. Based on the cireuit-transformation ap rather than the magnitude of the energy transfer is more in 

proach, the course utilizes the methods of classical dynamite portant, Then analog circuits are used to analyze such device 
the and interconnected systems for determining electromechanteal differential equations tor 

machine or tem 

General knergy Conversion tudies theoretical mechani that 

ipply to multiterminal systems, using generalized coordinate | ST ee ee ee conters. on. feadlask-contral 

Lagrange’s equations, and simian tools. Finall the course tems that use energy-processing device 

examines conversion at the molecular level and considers the 

thermodynamics of the stem 

Laboratory 

Laboratory 
Concerns the determination of parameter mud transfer tune 

Ine ludes measurement of ene rey-storage reactors. tratistorime tions of energy processing device uch as metadynes and servo 

t { motors when used individually and in feedback-control tem { rat md magnetic amplifies as examples of storage and 

devices; of transducers as examples of electromechanica \lso studies the use of an analog computer on nonlinear prob 

energy -converstor devices ind experiments on other converts lem and confirm the re sult hy labor ator mnvestivation 

coupled with the knowledge that many laborator should combine preseribed conversion conversion from heat, light 

and other media in keeping with the goals have yet to be realized. Where a experiments with projects so that the 

student will treat reasonably diverse spirit of the new curriculum (illustra dearth onee existed, research ideas are 

material on his own initiative. A creative tion, page 34). The present structure 

emphasizes the electromechanical form, obtained. Actually this phase has 

now plentiful and funds are more easily 

laboratory also serves to excite the 

imagination and interest of junior staff largely because it dominates electrical achieved the aspects of a large research 

members. engineering endeavor: a large quantity of the ma 

® Broaden the subject sequence to The reward of the over-all program 

include other forms of electric energy lies in strong student and staff interest tation, 

terial is new either in origin or presen 
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work, Outside problem work and reading 

total study weekly 

for each electrical engineering subject 

twelve hours time 

By comparison a student carrying a full 

15 and 50 hours 

About 150 to 

200 students comprise each group 

By the 

student commencing the energy 

load devotes between 

each week to his studie 

end of his second yeal 

conver 

sion sequence will have studied circuit 

basic physics theory for two semesters 

for four semesters, mathematics through 

differential equations for four semesters 

related With a 

strong background in mathematics and 

and others subjes Is 

electricity and magnetism as represented 

by Maxwell's equations, the third-year 

student studies electronics and advanced 

caleulus, with thermodynamics or atomic 

and nuclear physics as electives. In 

synthesizing the 

a deliberate effort was 

SeCUCTICE on energy 

conversion made 

to utilize this background as an intel 

lectual challenge 

Following a broad pattern, the se 

quence includes field theory and relates 

it to the microscopic concept of mate 

rials, continues through the combination 

of these materials to perform energy 

processing functions, and treats the 

basic principles of energy-processing 
devices, The program culminates in the 

study of energy-conversion systems com 

posed of interconnes ted devi es 

Three subjec is make up the sequence: 

1) fields, 

2) electrical energy converters; 

materials, and components; 

and 3) 

modulators. The con electrical power 

and objectives of the 

each of these 

tent specifi 

material under subjects 

in the curriculum are geared to advance 
the student in the electrical engineering 

field (box). 

Faculty Responsibilities 

A specific faculty member nominally 

carries the responsibility for each of 

the subyec ts. However, the development 

prob of the central theme into notes, 

lems, experiments, and lectures results 

from the efforts of the groups teac hing 

the various sections as well as the whole 

department. During 1956 each subject 

wis given in seven recitation sections 

Phe teams of faculty and junior stafl 

teaching the courses in the formative 

stages are drawn from personnel with 

varied but pertinent backgrounds, pro 

viding depth and breadth. For example, 
the stall 

energy converters have individual back 

members teaching electrical 

grounds in feedback control, magnetics, 
' 

acoustics, physics, powel systems, and 

circuits member contributed to 
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THREE CORE SUBJECTS COVER CO 

FIELDS, MATERIALS, AND COMPONENTS 

(Offered in the Third Year) 

Objectives 

Develop field cone epl 

kxamine and relate electrical problems 

points of view 

Demonstrate electrical properties of materials by 

of electrical engineering. 

from both circuit and field 

study of molecular- 

level action between materials and fields. 

Give 

and the interaction between material 

the energy-conversion program 

Subject Content 

Vector Analysis -achieves 

of analytical manipulation 

Static Fields place . 

a strong background in field theory 

Compas trie 

the physics of materials 

and fields the groundwork ot 

of expression and simplicity 

spec ial emphasis on quasi-staties, parts ularly in 

the relationship between fields and the circuit components of resist- 

mice inure lance and Capac ilance 

Vaawell 5 Lau § 

basis and develops all further work with stress 

wter of electromagnetism 

work piven in second Veal phiysic s 

Fields and Circuits—establishes 

circuits by 

of Electromagnetism 

This approach effectively 

uses Maxwell's equations as a 

on the dynamie char 

builds upon 

the relationships between fields and 

using the Poynting vector to establish powel halanee be 

tween voltages and currents at terminals of a region of space and the 

electric and magnetic field 

statics 

motive force ts covered 

korces, Energy. and Power 

from the Poynting theorem and virtual displacement theory. 

between material bodies are 

contained 

develops 

investigated by 

therein, Concepts of quasi- 

are stressed, and the difference between potential and eleetro- 

and investigates field expressions 

Forces 

consider Inge EqQuiy ilent 

models of electric and magnetic dipoles 

Conducting. Dielectric Vaterials 

development of a level of solid-state physics 

and Vagne tle bases its study on the 

suitable for third-year 

students, starting from the concept that matter is a microscopic dis 

tribution of charged particles subject to the influence of environmen 

fields tal electric and magnetic 

polarization and magnetic moments 

Laboratory 

Eneompasses field problem 

Introduces the concept ol electric 

materials, and components, For example, 

plotting techniques and analog methods solve two- and three-dimen- 

sional field problems; principles of duality and reciprocity are applied 

to fields; and the materials 

atomic and molecular structures 

Macros¢ Opi behavior is related to their 

Components’ equivalent. circuits 

ire studied at low frequencies using the quasi-stathe approach pro 

sing to frequencies 

the lectures and notes for the subject 

within his lying particular portion 

specially. 

Problems To Be Solved 

As this program evolves, many prob- 

lems remain . 

* Complete the material sufficiently so 

that information classroom notes and 

sunifeant for second-order effects 

can be made available as textbooks to 

assist teaching this material and release 

key staff for other tasks. 

® Coordinate undergraduate subject 

material for a reasonable transition from 

subject to subject—presenting a prob- 

lem of communications among the staff. 

® Develop a strong laboratory program 

to ally with the classroom. Ideally, the 



MAIN HEAT EXCHANGER of space-heating system utilize 

, RRR Te kd 

heat energy from plutonium produc ing reactors for heatin © Hanford building 

Space Heating With the Atom 

The 
motive powet 

fascinating business of getting 

from the atom claims so 

that engineers 
overlook 

portant potential: utilizing raw energy) 

much attention and 

scientists generally one im 

as it comes from the atom nucleus in the 

form of heat 

Heating with atomic energy is. rela- 

tively simple compared with obtaining 

atomic power. To provide steam powet 

for a turbine requires high temperatures 

the higher the better 

that work 

strength at 

that will 

and pressures 

materials well 

lack 

and 

But many 

inside a reactor high 

temperatures materials 

stand high temperatures and pressures 

have i high usually neutron-capture 

yobbling up too many 

his 

more expensive, 

fuels 

materials 

they 

the reactor, making repairs difficult o1 

eross section 

requires the 

artificially 

neutrons too tast 

addition of 

enriched atom 

Many 
radioactive 

also bee ome highly 

ifter have been inside 

ordinary tec hniques \ 

that 

posed to neutron bombardment, may, 

impossible by 

piece of equipment has been ex 

when removed, give off radiation at the 

rate of thousands of roentgens per hour 

By S. L. NELSON 

Time limits for working on such equip 

ment would be measured in) seconds, 

making ordinary work methods useless 

Drache ‘ d 

less steel may 

certain materials such as stain 

hecome so radioactive 

high-level 

ipproach for even a minute 

with prolonged irradiation 

that a close 

could bye fatal 

niques must bye 

tech 

work 

an even he considered 

Remote handling 

devised before any 

at such levels 

The designer of a 

powel produ ing reactor laces these and 

high-temperature 

numerou imilar problems 

Interestingly enough, many of these 

hrink to insignifieance if low 

helow the 

proble itis 

pressure ind) temperatures 

ered the atomve energs 

one of the first opera 

Hanford in’ Richland 

General Electric in 1916 

Han 

hnergy 

npany took over the 

the Atomu 

Vanager 

bk Reactor Ope ra 

mg Department 

i pre ently 

(} eration 

diation Proce 

Produc f 

tion, Trt 
Hanford Atomu 

Ricl and 

Opn ration 

boiling point of water can satisly the 

While not 

this 

much for 

heat 

as in the 

designer, worth 

driving a turbine, range of 

does nicely for space heating 

new Hanford atomic energy space-heat 

ing system 

Wasted Heat 

bor 10) years 

watehed 

Hanford engineet ol 

rowfully tremendous amounts 

of heat 

Because the reactors were built to 

literally go down the energy rt 

drain 

produce plutonium, heat energy became 

a troublesome by product requiring the 

simplest possible method of disposal 

And so, it was 

Columbia River after allowing time for 

dumped hac k 

radioactivity decay induced by neutron 

bombardment of the water molecules 

passing through the reactor cooling 

tubes 

| he paradox af running het water 

into the river while burning coal to heat 

plant buildings challenged General Elec 

tric engineers. With engineers of the 

(. T. Main Company of Boston, the 

pioneered in the design of the space 

heating system now incorporated into a 

it Hanford construction proyeet 



SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING RELATE TO ENERGY CONVERSION 

ELECTRIC ENERGY CONVERSION AND CONTROL 

ENERGY METHODS 
FIRST AND SECOND LAW OF THER- 
MODYNAMICS 

VIRTUAL WORK AND VIRTUAL DIS- 
PLACEMENT 

HAMILTONIAN, LAGRANGIAN, AND 
OTHER STATE FUNCTIONS VIA LE 
GENDRE TRANSFORMATIONS AND 
VARIATIONAL METHODS 

INTERCONVERTIBILITY OF 
AND ENERGY 

FORCE METHODS 
LORENTZ FORCE EQUATION 
NEWTONIAN MECHANICS 
MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 
LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION AND 
RELATIVISTIC MECHANICS 

MASS 

GENERALIZED DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

GENERALIZED COORDINATES 3 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

INDEPENDENCE OF VARIABLES (LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SCIENTIFIC ABSTRACTIONS 

MODERN 

PHYSICS 

OPERATION } 

TECHNIQUES 
WAVE MECHANICS 
QUANTUM 
NAMICS 

MATERIALS 

iT TECHNIQUES 
FIELD 

mcu ATOMK 

ELECTRO-C ren 
OTHER 

L 

THERMAL 
VERTERS 

BATTERIES 
Chemical EQUATIONS 
Atomic 

Solar 

BARRIER-LAYER CELLS 

PHOTOCHEMICAL CELLS 

ENGINEERING SYNTHESIS DYNAMICAL ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 

ENERGY CONVERSION 

EXPLORE DEVICE OPERATION 

UTILIZATION 

The BKPOWTIE Inport tance of converting 

energy to electrical form and the possi- 

bility that a few key developments may 

revolutionize the energy-conversion field 
demands attention, The program recog 
nizes the need for introducing this type 
of material, 
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MOLECULAR-ATOMIC 

ELECTRODY- 

ELECTRIC CON- 

PARTICLE ACCELERATORS 

AS THE UNIFYING CONCEPT, FIELD THEORY 

AND ATOMIC PHYSICS AS THE MEDIUM TO 

ISOLATED 
OPERATION 

ELECTRO- 
MAGNETIC 
THEORY 

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC 
TECHNIQUES 
POWER FLOW 
(POYNTING'S THEOREM) 

2 POISSON'S EQUATION 

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL 
LINEAR MOTION 

Solenoid 

Acoustic transducers 

Magnetostrictive 

Piezoelectric 

2 ROTATIONAL MOTION 
A. MAGNETIC FIELD 

Synchronous machines 

Asynchronous machines 

Commutator machines 

Reluctance machines 

Hysteresis machines 

B. ELECTRIC FIELD 

Elastance machines 

FEEDBACK 
CONTROL 
FUNDAMENTALS 

Expanding Program 

Based upon field theory and materials, 

the undergraduate subjec t sequence was 

developed to present the important area 

ol 

continues through the combination of 

fields the 

energy conversion, The approach 

with materials to carry out 

CIRCUIT 
THEORY 

CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES 
1 

2 

SYSTEM 
OPERATION 

MATRIX ALGEBRA 

LAPLACE AND FOU- 
RIER TRANSFORMS 

TOPOLOGY 

ELECTRO-ELECTRIC 
CONTINUOUS POWER 
TRANSFER 

Transformer 

Transmission line 

Vacuum tube 

Solid state 

DISCONTINUOUS POWER 

TRANSFER 
Saturable magnetic 

Saturable dielectric 

Gaseous tube 

Relay and contactor switching 

Solid-state rectifier and trar 

sistors 

POWER MODULATION 

AS THE UNIFYING CONCEPT; CIRCUIT 

TECHNIQUES AS THE MEDIUM TO EX 

PLORE SYSTEM OPERATION OF DEVICES 

the 

the 

behavior of energy-processing systems. 

of 

study of generalized devices, 
functions energy processing, 

and 

And as new and important ideas appeat 

in the world of science, this curriculum 

will change to reflect the latest thinking 

and progress. 2 

GENERAL ELE TRIC REVIEW 



HOW THE ATOM SUPPLIES HEAT FOR HANFORD 
ee RETURN TO RIVER 

REACTOR REACTOR COOLING 
WATER FROM RIVER 

_ HEATED EFFLUENT WATER 

10,000-GPM i 

HOLDUP BASIN 

HEAT EXCHANGER 

STEAM 
SUPPLY 

COOLED 
fe I ETHYLENE 

a ees - GLYCOL 

HEATED ETHYLENE GLYCOL 

om Hf TL 
TO HEAT ADMINIS- MAINTE- 

TRATIVE NANCE fi 
OFFICES SHOPS CIRCULATING 

OPERATING 
REACTOR BUILDINGS 
BUILDINGS 

PUMP 

Design for Recovery wasted as a by-product made it unneces the various radiating coils and ex- 

In planning the design requirements, sary to conserve heat. Although the changers used to heat the plant build- 
safety and operation reliability were amount recovered would heat more than — ings. 

given top priority, and simplicity and op 1000 average houses during the winter The main exchanger is of the tube- 

eration case were stressed. Although con- season, this represented only a small and-shell type, with the hot water from 
sidered carefully, cost was not allowed part of the total available heat. Use of the reactor being circulated through the 

to dictate the sacrifice of strength, reli a heat pump to increase the tempera tubes and the ethylene-glycol solution 

ability, and simplicity. Result: a re. ture of the cireulating medium was dis- through the shell (photo, page 35). This 
markably sound and trouble-free system carded beeause it required increased — ethylene-glycol-water solution (34° per- 

that operates economically. Although — capital investment. Instead, the readily cent ethylene glycol by weight) is cir- 
development projects often operate at a accessible hot water was a strong factor culated in a counterflow direction 

loss, this system will make a profit, say in favor of a simple, direct: tube-and through the shell that surrounds the 

ing the taxpavers a net of about $60,000 — shell heat exchange: tubes. Baffles inside the shell insure 

a year after a three- to seven-year mixing and uniform heating of the solu- 

amortization The Heating System tion. Kthylene gly ol Was chosen us the 

Many problems had to be solved and Three main components (illustration) — circulating medium to prevent the 

numerous choices made: heat exchanger comprise the system... building heating coils from freezing, par- 

cireulation liquid, pumps, controls e A large, outdoor central exchanger — ticularly those in the preheaters of the 
piping system, radioactivity control, pre- that extracts heat from the water after reactor building that are subject to 
vention of radioactive material from it has passed through the reactor blasts of outside air-—at times as cold 

entering the heat-exchange medium e A mixture of ethylene glycol and = as —10 or —20 F. 

provisions for maintenance work, back- water, heated in the central heat ex- Design specifications call for the 
up heating system, and radiating ex changer transfer of a minimum of 50-million 

changers e A distribution system that cireu- Btu per hour to 5850 gpm of 54 percent 
The large quantity of hot water being — lates the heated ethylene glycol through — ethylene-glycol solution entering the 
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exchanger at 120 | the heat to be 

obtained from a portion of the process 

water diverted from the reactor effluent 

(An electric 

priming and 

heated effluent 

ind back 

\ 5000-gpm_ centrifugal pump cireu 

centrifugal pump, self 

self-draining., pumps the 

through the exchange 

into the river 

lates the wale! ind ethylene-glycol 

mixture, An additional 5000-gpm pump 

They Can bye 

if addi 

is needed. During warm 

is provided for bra kup 

operated separately or together 

tional capacity 

weather. a 600 epi pump Cire ulates the 

wlycol Phese 
a building some distances 

arryving PUT ps 

ire located In 

from the central exchanger 

and either Piping uninsulated 

buried four feet underground or run 

through existing tunnels. Insulation, con 

lensate drainage expansion loops. and 

thus reduc 

Although 

unnecessary, the 

team traps are not needed 

Ing the cost of the svstem 

heat conservation. ts 

ground serve is a natural insulates 

Che more than 30.000 gallons of glyeol 

has a heat-holding capacity so great that 

it could 

heat for approximately an hour, without 

added 
however. the backup system 

continue to furnish building 

any heat being Long before this 

happens 

automatically assumed the would have 

hie ating load 

Backup System 

The backup 

heat exchanger 

consists of an 

that floats on 

all times and automatically 

heat-load 

nating the need for an operator. existing 

system 

auxiliary 

the line at 

elimi responds lo demands, 

boilers that provide steam for generating 

emergency electric power for the reactor 

also supply steam for this backup ex 

changer, making it unnecessary to pro 

vide additional capacity 

Radioactivity Problems 

Only at the central heat exchanger is 

radioactive vater brought into close 

association with the heat-carrving glycol 

Here onl thre 

eparates the vlycol from 

relatively thin-walled 

brass tubing 

the hot radioactive 

thre glycol 

process water olve the problem of 

radioactive water leaking into the 

should any of the 

vater. Pressuring 

stem higher than the 

prac f 

heating system heat 

exchanger tubes 

leak 

heat-exe hanger 

This pre plit open 

vents a into the vlycol even if a 

tube fails. because the 

proces vater inside the heat exchanget 

is about 25 pest 

the gl ye ol 

would be from the glycol 

lower in pressure than 

leakage 

ystem into the 

olution. Thus any 

process water. The only disadvantage 

the possible loss of glycol solution. But 

gular check would immediately indi 

leah Repair is made by insert 

tube in the exchanger or by 

othe la lard he it-exchanget repau 

method 

Becau decay of almost ot thy qui k 

tivity in the water. such 

could be 

thre flow af 

h Ippens ind the 

Led banaue 

maintenance work performed 

oon alte opping Dracess 

walel If the vorst 

stem becomes eon 

flushed 

loss. But the 

wlycol ee: 

laminates could be clean 

elyecol | only 

short | life of the 

make { | Is 

famination 

it Hanford 

exchanger does not present operational 

difficulties 

e long periods 

And the large 

wale throug! 

radioactive water 

unnecessary ¢ creep ith 

~f ere 

that the hows | Yperrenes 

and ean bee 

of trouble 

that 

or maintenanes 

expected to 

free el pump 

circulate the ex 

changer i he igned lo operate “1X 

month more without any attention 

During operation of the 

ind ull baie lded 

el expected to be 

foot of 

uninsulated 

exchange radiation 

level ire ome vreatet 

than 0.4 roentgen at | approxi 

feet \ 

prevents personne | 

feel 

mately O.OOL roentgen at 50 

evelome Lyyn ene 

ipproaching in closer than 50 

regulated condi 

will be 

Closer ipproach under 

tions with monitoring prrcrpoe I 

possible il times 

Space Heating a Building 

During reactor operation minute 

amounts of radioactive gas and vapor 

system into the escape from the reactor 

building through extremely small open 

ings in the reactor envelope and traps 

in proce lines, sample lines, and othes 

outlets Although 

varded a erious. these 

lowed to ae 

165.000 cim of tresh 

venet illy nol re 

ust could 

Hecome roblem uf 

cumulate crnie 

huilding 

tack keep 

huilding 

through thre 

O00-Loot 

sarlm ur foreed 

ind exhausted up a 

thie pace nside the reactor 

sept ty | idioactive gase 

neoming au proper! 

old weather 

il Ihe hie iting coul 

equire 

huilding consist of tw 

ind reheater ca 

the 165.000 efm of 

kK. Circulation 

thie econdars 

hank controls the 

temperal 

Others ler unit 

cireula f { ! it heat uch 

ill utilizing Some 

buildings as maintenance shops and 

office buildings Dampering the air so 

that certain amounts pass through the 

heating coils or go around them through 

a bypass duet controls the temperature 

in these units. Coils are also installed 

undet loading Pari pes lo heep them snow 

free. Other units supply heat to chemi 

cals used in the water-treatment proce 

A Not-Too-Distant Reality 

| sing the atom to make bomb run 

submarines and = atreralt: and ships 

venerate electri energy eclipse 5 the le 

idea of 

furnace with an atom 

replacing the old 

But thre 

furnace hes i 

spectacular 

reactol 

ignihicance of the atomu 

its wide potential application ind rela 

tive simplicity in design and develop 

ment 

Ol course 

lO or BO vears 

this doesn t mean that i 

smokeless 

naces will re place combustion furnace 

atomnre tus 

clearly mean that the use ol 

hotel 

I 

It does 
atomic energy for heating large 

ollie ‘ building ind other 

with large heating require spree 

ments is feasible now aml will beeorn 

economically porate ti al ith the future 

Several things must happen, however 

reality 

satished 

ul able 

before this can become a 

e Military needs must be 

until atomic fuels become ay 

quantity 

e \ 

cifically for low-energy heat production 

offer absolutels 

mainlenanes 

reactor must be designed spe 

ind at the same time 

safe operation and long 

free seryV lee 

rrvatele 2 Phe CC COTLOUTDLE 

attractive 

e \ 

vide the 

unhampered development of this use 

system must be devised to pro 

prope climate for growth and 

hut controlled by adequate workable 

tandard 

fully capable ol 

inspection and salety 

Atoms 

produciiy 

technology i 

low powered ile 

hie iting \| 

a long-life 

reactot uttable for pres 

sork ha 

“ peel ol 

though not enough been cone 

on the economuc atevnnne pre 

heating to make any evaluation. a pre 

liminary vlanee indicate that lor some 

application it would be attractive ever 

\tomne hnerg 

laid the 

standardization and control 

rhaaw Thi (omen booth 

has already yroundwork for 

The remaining problem ts fuel. bor 

ome time to come, all fuel will probabl 

be channeled into more 

decade cil 

factories ind offices 

speck of 

loot of 

urgent project 

sul within a fe center 

without 

sh ol 1 cule 



What To Expect From An Advanced Educa 

make W hat can 

its educational program 

company do to 

eflective 

you! 

more 

in developing engineers and scientists? 

In answering this question, first detes 

educational mine the objectives of your 

and then measure your 

fram against these 

both the 

pany and young engineers, a 

programs pro 

obiectsye 

lo serve needs of your com 

sound and 

forward-looking must meet program 

four requirements 

e Conform to a graduate’s present in 
Oppol 

continuity for 

in education and offer 

tunitie ihat 

future efforts toward self-development 

vestment 

provide 

° Impose no great sacrifice on a stu 

dent's living standards 

realistic 

This 
worth of the educational expe nditures 

proble m lo class 

tests the 

. Apply 

work room approag h 

students satisfaction in 

Also it 

Does formal study help 

and insures a 

the program, continuously ap 

plies this test 

a student do his job better, whether in 

advanced research, research applied 

engineering, or design? 

¢ Develop individual responsibility for 

advancement, A educational company 

can never develop a man; he must de 

But the 

guidance that 

velop himself environment 

help, and nurture a 

willingness to reach 

Moreover his 

job should be worthy of his best eflorts 

man's ability and 

out must be provided 

continually developing his aptitude and 

ability 

To show you how one company-wide 

program fulfills these four requirements 

let's take a look at General Electric's 

Advanced Study Program, We 

that it only meets these 

ments but also 

belic Ve’ 

not require 

because of its flexibility 

today's changing adjusts to rapidly 

ter hnology 

The building block idea 

basis of the Advaneed Study 

\ college graduate can select from six 

forms the 

Program 

individual building blocks——Honors Pro 

gram, Engineering Design Course, Ad 

Advanced 

I nyineeriny 

vanced ‘Technical Course 

Course, Creative 

Advanced 

Program, By examining the contents of 

blo k, 

arranging them in the most interesting 

Scenes 

and kngineering ’ ' | royram 

each turning each around, and 

and logical pattern, he can chart the 

Lyin of career he would like lo follow 
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By C. F. HIX and D. F. KLINE 

Honors Program 

Many colleg find 

academi atmosphe re he Ips them obtain 

thei 

the Honors Program provide 

yraduate that an 

top results in studies. Recogniz 

my this 

continue graduate 

fields for a 

t | | | “ur - = Rigi landare 

the opportunity to 

study in- technical select 

group of qualified men 

~ holastic records yovern selection 

facults 

man recommendations must be 

evaluations. interviews, and la 

We ighed 

carefully. Because program participation 

essentially includes admission to gradu 

ate school by a university academi 

background must be critically appraised 

Under the program, a student obtains 

a Master’s degree in one 

at a recognized university near a 

Klectric 

a maximum of 26 hours 

and one-half 

years 

General location. During this 

time. he works 

a week in an operating department. 

The Company pays tuition, fees, and 

And if he 

vacations, 

other academic expenses 

works during the academic 

the student earns 70 to 80 percent of 

his normal yearly salary 

the 

advanced degrees an employee receives 

sSecause of residency rules for 

all his asignments at one Company loca- 
de- sometimes in operating tion 

partment—-until completion of 

studie Assignments compatible with 

the student’s course of study stimulate 

interest in his selected field 

the 

program 

Honors Pro 

appraises 

Phroughout entire 

gram, a supervisor 

the student’s progress at school and at 

work. This supervision guides the stu 

dent's choice of studies and aids him in 

maintaining a proper balance between 

work. Watchfulness by a 

capable adviser insures the Program’s suc- 

s4 hool and 

cess: long-range development of the man 

Vr. Hix and Mr. Kline came with Gen 

eral klectric in 1919 and 1951 

Mr. Hin supervised the Company 

respec 

firety 

Creative Engineering Program and kn 

kngineering 

fron 

Compo 

vineering Program COUTSES 

Personnel Service. Schenectad\ 

1956. He is Manager 

nent I quipment Design. Army 

ig Operation Missile 

Department, Philadelphia. Mr 

Honors Progran for 

kngineering Personne 

1953 to 

and } u 

and Ordnance 

Sywtems 

Aline is Supervisor 

Graduate Studs 

Service, Schenectady 

After completing yraduate study and 

obtaining his Master's Degree under the 

the employee may Honors Program. 

choose to continue his formal education 

in one of two ways. He can pursue his 

doctorate at) Company expense by 

beginning his professional career as a 

permanent member of an operating de- 

partment. Or he can continue academic 

work the Advaneed Study Pro- 

yram, taking work assignments in Com- 

related to his 

unde! 

pany locations chosen 

field 

Engineering Design Course 

For college graduates best suited to 

the 

design, 

challenging work of engineering 

the Advaneed Study 

offers a comprehensive course in engi 

the engineering functions in the evolu- 

Program 

neering design. course analyzes 

tion of a product from the development, 

engineering, stage to a 

While the Engi 

neering Design Course doesn’t: provide 

or advanced 

manufactured reality. 

mastery of the design field, it strives to 

fulfill certain major objectives 

e Increase understanding and knowl.- 

edge of the tangible facets of design 

engineering——materials and processes, 

shop practices, production methods, ane 

physical prim iples 

e bormulate an approag h to the design 

engineering problem 

e Promote an appreciation for the in 

tangibles and background of design en 

gineering 

e Describe produc t cle velopment in the 

Company and the design engineer’s rol 

as a member of the business team 

Planned primarily for recent college 

graduates, Engineering Design includes 

work that 

the principles studied in class. Employ 

rotating assignments extend 

ment of the case-history method makes 

the concept of problem approach easier 

to grasp: ea h week's schedule concerns 

a different product design problem 

taken directly 

ments. Unlike most academic problems. 

from Company depart 

no one correct solution exists in engi 

neering design. Therefore, the instruc 

for, an experienced design engineer 

from a Company department, evaluates 

the solutions presented by the students 

By taking this course under the Ad 
vanced Study Program, the student gains 



tional Program 
practs 1 ¢ ngvineering de sign experience 

full 

After « ompleting the course 

throug! rhing time on rotating 

“assignment 

and worl issignments. most student 

choose 1 permanent position with an 

Then they 

education through graduate 

operating department con 

tinue ther 

tucy or othe pecial course 

Advanced Technical Course 

he Advanced 
} broad enough in 

Fechnical Course 

cope to include some 

scientific a sell as engineering grad 

educational 

the 

uates, creates a favorable 

Phis 

1) recognize and appreciate 

environment eourse enables 

engineer to 

the fundamentals of seience and engi 

neering, 2) promote a balance between 

and analytical techniques, 3) 

of thinking. 4) 

ereative 

organize his mode estab 

lish 

and ») 

an approach to problem solution 

formulate objectives through 

self-evaluation 

The classe . 

ing hours, have 

so that it flows 

his material covers most 

tifie and engineering fields at a graduate 

conducted during work 

their material arranged 

from easily Lope lo 

opie scien 

level. Operating departments gear work 

assignments to the student’s growth in 

Class. These 

in ereative 

make 

appl Ni 

in the Advanced Te hnical 

assignments-——dominantls 

analytical, or development 

stretch mentally as areas him 

well as course instruction 

All classes 
Course and Engineering Design are 

syvnehronized in every 

Thus work as 

student from city to city 

fer with ela work 

Company area 

taking the 

will not inter 

ivnments 

Advanced Science Course 

A course 

( he ihe il engineers, 

for mie tallurgists, chemists, 

and physicists 

comprised of yvraduate-level seitentific 

and engineering subjects provides an 

facet of the Advanced Study Pro 

The general makeup of the Ad 

vanced Science Course appears very simi 

lar to the Advanced Technical Course 

However il offers 

one emphasizing solid-state physies for 

other 

yraim 

two study options: 

people interested in materials work: the 

other for people interested in 

work. 

pros Css 

Advanced and Creative Engineering 

Advan ed 1 ee hin al 

Masters’ 

Graduates of the 

with Course or those degrees 

’ spots ol 

ma ipplv Lor thre Advanced Engineering 

or Creative Engineering Program. Be 

involve a con cause these programs 

| le sideral estment of time by the in 

time and mone by the 

(Compan reful 

the candidates best qualified 

likel 

dividual pl 

selection determines 

most 

| hose 

thorough 

ind 

from the 

select | os ss oa broad 

knowledge of engineering fundamentals 

Actual esl as 

tions ho re 

training 

and 

well is recomime nea 

cords, and interviews 

form the basis of candidate acceptance 

Classe re held during the working 

day ind work as 

patibl with the 

desires of the 

Phe Ad 

require | 

igvniments are com 

course material and 

student 

inced Engineering Program 

meentrated study of applied 

solution of mathematt is a tool for 

class problems and projects. These in 

volve either actual departmental trouble 

represent anticipated trouble 

areas. Solutions of these problems and 

compared with the recog 

When it 

have found a 

called 

project iré 

nized departmental solutions 

student may seems that a 

better olution, an authorit Is 

in to analyze and judge it 

The Creative 

ise the 

idea lo 

that 

Knyvineering Program 

individual's ability 

fortify his tech 

en ible s 

ith fo there 

lo coneeryve 

sledge him to nical kno 

evaluate his ideas, and to vive him con 

application of ideas to 

And 

o attempts to enhance the 

fidence in his 

solution of engineering problems 

the course al 

vidual 

out method 

inventiveness and point ined 

of achieving produc tsupert 

orit \n atmosphere of constructive 

discontent. deliberately fostered in class 

incites the student to seek new solutions 

in open mind The integrated 

chedule is designed to fully 

think 

and have 

work-cla 

le velop creativety ona sound 

Lhe ce velopment concept 

must 7 lo practy i] manufacturing 

Advanced 

| ngineering 

' neither of the two programs 

kngineering and Creative 

places emphasis entirely on the analyt 

if il fel on thie 

Phe student 

must have 

feasible for use b 

completel ereative 

learn that any solution 

i practical application. br 

the production people 

cost and performances 

actuall 

and reckon with 

spec ing the 

the class 

limitation BS 

product manulacture 

members gain an understanding of cost 

and perlormanes 

The (Lreative 

requirements 

kngineering Program 

Advanced Engi 

Pro 

cot 

rud cvnhe ea whereas 

neeriny | i [wo-Vvedal program 

grammed to stimulate growth in 

assignments also iob 
work toward developing practical abil 

ceptual ability, 

itv. and analysis by permitting careet 

the individual 

Creative Engineering place 5s stress on 

development of the man as an inventive 

contributor, particularly emphasizing 

the synthesis of new products and sy 

The Advanced Pro 

gram endeavors to develop men who 

tems engineering 

will thoroughly understand a wide range 

ol phivsical enyineering principles and 

be capable of performing comple N 

analy st 

Other Educational Opportunities 

To its engineers and supporting pet 

sonnel the Company makes available 

sper ial courses that emphasize single 

facets of sub engineceriny and serene 

jects. An engineer wishing to study to 

ward a graduate degree on his own time 

and se hedule may do so ata ree ognized 

college or university with de partie ntal 

approval. The department manager can 

authorize payment up to LOO percent of 

In this way, ome the necessary tuition 

or two courses or even total re 

quirements for a graduate degree may 

be completed at no expertise to the in 

dividual 

ol work 

taken outside 

Except for a specitied number 

hours. such courses must be 

of working hour 

Has It Paid Off? 

These 

raising 

Kleetric 

sulisty 

professional men entering the Company: 

fulfill the 

leve ! ol 

Propraitts 

the General 

| hie y 

requirements of 

technical 

engineers and scientists 

four over-all 

1) provide the building blocks essential 

to logical sell-development ’y allow 

the participant to earn a certain amount 

of his 

in-one program and LOO percent in all 

normal salary up to BO percent 

others: 3) offer job assignments in area 

that permit the indi idual to apply the 

study md |) create ler hnologie s under 

velop 

ibility 

ind 

the necessary environment tor ce 

individual's own re 

ty domyg 

ig thee pon 

The emplo ee learn 

by doing he le iti $2 

CREDITS 

Sourc e 

Miaste md bk. M te 

At Ehtachrome (Du filer) 

Perey M. Lee 

16 Burn Photography Tne 

% (left) Alexander Kerr 



Antenna Rod ize of today 

Space-saving ferrite rod held by author Katz (left) sharply cuts 
portable radios. By contrast Mull tl di author 

pla forme loop antenna, once an essential component 

Harnessing Ferrites for 
By DR. H. W. KATZ and E. B. MULLEN 

Deve loping and utilizing magnetic ma 

terials have progressed tremendously in 

the past 20 years-—an insignificant span 

of time as compared with the several 

thousand years sinee the discovery of 

his 
from the 

magnetism recent acceleration 

stems pyrowiny needs for new 

magnetic materials plus a better undet 

tanding of magnetism itsell 

Probably 

the form of 

you know magnetism best in 

You 

may also understand the magnetic effeet 

permanent magnet 

associated with current carrying ¢ ondue 

lors, of cleetromagnets Thi underlying 

principles therein intimately involve the 

origin of the magnetic behavior of ma 

terials and its basic explanation Phe 

magnetic source can largely be ascribed 

to small circulating currents within a 

material's atomic structure 

You can usually vi ualize an atom as a 

varied positive nucleus surrounded by a 

electron circulating about 

hac h 

electric current loop which behaves 

number of 

the nucleus represent an 

a small permanent magnet 

40 

trons direction of rotation determines 

the polarity of each elementary magnet. 

that the If the orbits are so oriented 

magnetic moments do not cancel each 

other out. the atom will have a net mag- 

netic moment 

Another 

from the spinning of an electron about 

magnetic moment results 

il Owl) UXTS his SPEED ELE EAS charge pro 

effect to that 

rotating ins its 

duces a magnets imilar 

electron atom 

Phus the 

ol an 

orbit atom acquires a net 

magnetic moment trom two soures 

7 

Both Dr. Katz and Mr 

with General Klectrie 

located in the Klectroni 

Park SVTACUSE Dr Kat 

works principally with ferrite delay line 

ind magnetostrictive ferrites in the Vag 

wtics and Dielectrics Application See 

Vr. Mullen, a of the 

Microwave and Radar Sub-Section 

concerned with 

aborator) 

hlectronics 

member 

waveguide problet 

particularly ferrite measurement 

apple atior 

RANDOM ORIENTATION 
OF DOMAINS 

(NO APPLIED FIELD) 

P 

SATURATION 
(DIRECTION OF 

APPLIED FIELD ——e ) 

Fluctuation from zero to 

saturating field forms the Domains 
Magnelzalion process 

lectronics 

Ihe source of the magnetic effect on 

ferromagnetic materials—the class of 

results 

about its 

here prin materials discussed 

cipally from the electrons spin 

OW) AXIS 

Obtaining the large magnetic effect 

observed in solids requires some type of 

mong neigh 

that 

cooperative phenomenon 

boring atomic magnets so large 

magnets in the pres 

field can 

phenome han 

eroups of atomue 

ence of a magnets rotate im 

his 

the exchange foree 

unison known as 

compels neighboring 

themselves in the same Spits to align 

tions. I rather than in opposing dire 

you observed a large volume of this ma 

would see it divided inte 

(illus 

terial, you 

numerous domains, or region 

tration, left). 

In each domain the moments atomu 

Hows ver 

fhe ld all 

are so oriented that the net 

magneti With a strong 

enough field, all the domains align in 
the same direction, and the material be 

ilign in the same direction 

in the absence of a magnets 

the domains 

moment is zero 



B (GAUSS) 

Metallic Vs Ferrite °" 
\ more ideal material 

comes saturated, This fluetuation from 

zero applied field to saturating field forms 

the magnetization process and supplies 

the interesting properties exploited for 

commercial applic ation, 

Metallic vs Ferrite Materials 

Formerly, the metallic variety com- 

prised the most common magnetic ma 

terials for communication purposes, 

Despite their excellent inherent mag 

characteristics, they suffered from 

one es defect: the 

was so high that the heating losses due 

net 

sential conductivity 

to eddy currents masked the basi may 

nelic properties, espe ially at high fre 

quencies. In recent years the discovery 

of a 

resistivity 

ceramic magnets material with a 

approximately six to eight 

orders of magnitude greater than that of 

the metallic compounds has opened new 

possibilities for high-frequency magnetic 

applications 

The chemical composition of this ma 

varies with the desir 

Usually. 

mixing 

terial, called ferrite 

able properties 

formed by 

combinations 

ferrites are 

intimately various 

of nickel, zine, 

cobalt 

ssing, molding, or ex 

manganese 

magnesium, or oxide with tron 

After pre 

truding into the desired shape, the mix- 

oxide 

ture is fired at a temperature between 

s. By their nature, these 

H (OERSTEDS) 

FERRITE 

curves 

vould reveal a 

1200 to 1400 © and then cooled to room 

temperature, Herein lies the tremendous 

commercial value of ferrites: they can 

he fired in the 

being laminated as 

finished form without 

is necessary with the 

materials 

the metallic and ferrite 

metallic magnets 

Let's « ompare 

material by superimposing their respec 

tive low-frequency magnetization curves 

(illustration 

The general 

center) 

nature of these curves 

irreversibility of the 

\s the applied 

show the large 

magnetization 

field // vari 

Fins the 

saturation in one direction to saturation 

Process 

Irom zero to maximum 

magnetization B changes from 

in the reverse direction. However, upon 

decreasing the ipplied the ld back toward 

zero, the magnetization lags behind the 

applied field. To 

of the applied field must be 

return to point a, the 

dire tion 

completely. A more ideal ma reversed 

terial would have a different characteris 

tic (illustration right) In other words 

it is desirable to have a large reversible 

change in # for a small change in field // 

berrites can generally be distinguished 

by the 

and 

ituration flux density B’, 

force [1’,—defined 

minimum field that must 

small 

1 large coercive 

roughly a hye 

be applied before the saturation can be 

her, the average slope or 

somewhat different characteristic 

a. a the respec tive low frequen¢ ¥y magnetization curves gives a comparison of the two mate 

also indicate the large irreversibility of the magnetization proce 

(r ight) 

permeability, of the BH curve for metals 

in the neighborhood of the origin greatly 

that for ferrites. Thus ferrites 

do not simply replace metallic magnetic 

exe eeds 

materials. Because of the comparatively 

low saturation /’, and the high coercive 

force i’ 

used at 

(60 cps) 

ferrites probably will not be 

household 

Phe region of primary interest 

kiloeyele-to- thousands -of 

where the conductty 

powel freque neies 

lies in’ the 

mevacye le s runge 

ity losses of the metals would be pro 

hibitively high 

Conventional Applications 

The application of ferrites can logi 

cally be divided on the basis of frequency 

and on the shape of the magnetization 

curve. (High-frequency applications ap 

pear in the diseu Mh and 

1.) 

Let's look at the applic ation of ferrite 

LOM OTL pape 

ina freque ney range arbitrarily set ata 

maximum of LOO megacyeles, For the 

magnetization curve in this area you 

should have as narrow and steep a curve 

as possible to provide the high perm 

ability needed in an inductance 

With this t pe ol 

construct 

could 

fe we 

ferrite you 

inductors that re quire 

turns of wire and smaller volumes than 

obtained with air inductors. Typical 

4| 



FERRITE SHAPES for electrons 

eee c-frames offer lk Ww 

irie luacle 

eddy-current 

imple rod, toroid, and cup cores In television... 

-a valuable ferrite property — while... 

«++ high permeability delay lines provide more time delay per unit length than other means. 

42 GENERAL 

ferrite shapes include the simple rod, 

toroidal form, and cup cores (photo, 

top). The toroid confines the magneti« 

field to reduce coupling with other mag- 

However. elements in a circuit 

stable 

neti 

to preduce a inductance with 

respect to temperature variations, you 

must introduce an air gap into the mag 

netic path. For this effect the cup core 

(shown disassembled in’ the photo) 

seems to be the most feasible 

With the proper choice of raw ma- 

the ferrite. 

can be 

terials and firing cycles for 

inductance variations made as 

small as 10 parts per million per degree ( 

These cores find their greatest applica 
the 10 

Ifh sue h areas as Communhica- 

tion in frequency range of 

to 500 ke 

tion filters and transformers for broad 

cast receivers, 

The ferrite antenna rod used in most 

portable radios best exemplifies the rod 

MO). 

Comparable in electrical performance 

type of inductance (photo, page 

with the familiar loop antenna formerly 

its 

sents a vital saving so necessary in these 

smaller volume much repre used, 

days of miniaturization. 

Television, another large market for 

ferrite transformers, needs a_ trans 

former to match the high impedance 

of a vacuum tube to the low impedance 

of the deflection coil that provides the 

magnetic field for driving the electron 

the the 

deflection current contains com 

Because 

15-ke 

ponents plus several harmonics, a mag 

beam across screen. 

low eddy-current 

Again, the ferrite 

frame 

netic material with 

losses must be used. 

fulfills the proper function. A « 

act omplishes the deflection (photo, een 

ter). Incidentally, the sweep yoke has a 

ferrite to provide a low reluctance path 

for the sweeping magnetic field. 

Specialized Applications 

Many other ferrite properties can be 

exploited for specifi needs. For instance. 

the ferrite is useful in the construction 

of electric delay lines (photo, lower) 

This takes a 

input and reproduces it at the output 

structure signal at its 

after a short period of time, measurable 

Nearly all I'\ 

receivers require a delay line 

in microseconds. color 

Once more the ferrite’s high perme 

ability allows one to construct a minia 

turized delay-line component that pro 

vides more time delay unit length pel 

than can be achieved with similar air 

core configurations. By 
the d-c bias applied to the line, the 

amount of time delay can be varied elec- 

merely varying 

trically rather than mechanically. To ae- 

ELECTRIC REVIEW 



complish the same effect in some lines 

requires changing the physical length. 

Phe variation of permeability with bias 

current is also used in several commer- 

cial inductors for specialized applica- 

tions 

\ particular class of ferrites known 

as square-loop material departs radically 

from the linear approximation to the mag- 

netization curve. Three distinct features 

characterize the idealized square-loop 

magnetization curve (illustration, top): 

the material saturates sharply at point 

b; if the material is magnetized to state 

a, a well-defined minimum field //, is 

needed before the material will become 

saturated in the reverse direction at point 

c; after reaching point b, and reducing the 

field to zero, the magnetization goes to 

and remains at point c. The two rema 

nent states a and ¢ thus provide two 

stable and well-defined states of the 

square-loop ferrite. In other words, the 

ferrite has a built-in memory. Once 

switched to point ¢, for example, the 

ferrite remains in this state of magnetiza- 

tion indefinitely without any applied 

field. Of a completely passive nature, 

this memory requires no consumption 

of power to maintain the ferrite in state 

ec. An outstanding application of this 

property occurs in the magnetic memory 

matrix of large-scale digital computers. 

In an array of toroidal square-loop 

cores with a single wire threading all 

the cores in a horizontal or vertical row 

(illustration, center), memory is_ ob- 

tained by setting each core to state a 

or c. Information is thus stored in a 

binary manner. To illustrate, suppose 

you want to place core A into state ¢ 

when already in state a. You would 

place a current corresponding to H,/2 

on lines | and 2 so that every core in 

line | and 2 except A moves to point a’ 

No core changes state except core f. 

which now has a current corresponding 

to fi, sufficient to move the core to 

state ¢ 

\ magnetic memory that operates on 

this principle is of the coincident cur- 

rent type Arrays of 100 100 cores are 

not uncommon with each core having 

an outside diameter of 0.080 inch an in- 

side diameter of 0.050 inch 

Perhaps a more interesting use of the 

square-loop ferrite stems from its ability 

to count digitally and then to store the 

count. Instead of applying current pulses 

as in the memory example, you apply 

voltage pulses In the memory applica- 

tion you applied a constant current for 

a sufficient length of time so that the 

material would completely change its 

TRI REVIEW 

IDEALIZED SQUARE-LOOP MAGNETIZATION CURVE verifies ferrites’ built-in memory... 

LINE 2 

“0.000 
DOO0O 
OOO 

toring the required information in a binary manner, But by 

VOLTAGE 

- 

square loop ferrite count digitally and store the count, 

TEXT CONTINUED ON PAGE 45 43 



STEADY P PRECESSION 

MAGNETIC PRODUCED BY 

FIELD HIGH-FREQUENCY 

WAVES 

a 

HIGH-FREQUENCY FIELD 
- —+> 

SPINNING TOP simulates the electron spins that 

oceur in the presence of a constant magnets field 

(above), First nonreciprocal effects observed were 

those of the Faraday rotation in a circular wave- 

guide filled with ferrite rod (right). 

HIGH-FREQUENCY APPLICATIONS OF FERRITES... 

High frequencies in connection with electrons are subjected simultaneously 

ferrites shall mean in this discussion the to a large steady magneth field and a 

range where waveguides are customarily much smaller high frequency alternating 

used for the short-distance transmission field. This class of phenomenon, enlarged 

of electromagnetic energy uch as radai to include nuclear spin effects, has been 

and some TV broadcasting. These fre studied intensively for about 10 years 

quencies would ordinarily be those in Its discoverers, Bloch and Purcell, won 

exece of a few thou and mepacye les pel the Nobel Prize. \ whole new field of 

econd, At these high frequencies the physicochemical analysis known as mag 

waveguides or coaxial cables prevent the netic-resonance spectroscopy, has been 

power that would flow along the sur opened, 

face of a wire or cable from being radiated The mechanics of the high frequency 

away wave’s interaction with the electron Spits 

In uch a transmission channel the that oceur in the presence of a constant 

wave nature of energy now. assume magnetic field can qualitatively be ex 

particular woiheance By inserting i plained by analogy Let 3s use the simple 

ferrite of suitable hape, certain change lop where the force of gravity replaces 

analogous to those that alternating cur a steady magnetic field and a_ periodic 

disturbing force simulates radio frequency 

left). When a_ spinning 

rent undergoes in passing through con 

ventional circuit elements—-ecan be ob (illustration 

ed vertical top is subjected to a small force 

by 

The utility of ferrite at very high beginning a precessional motion about 

erved in the wave after it ha pra 

through the ferrite at right angles to its axis, it reacts 

frequencies stems from a different set of the vertical direction. The top’s shape 

encumstances than do the low-frequency and mass and the gravitational fore 

properties. The low-frequency character determine this rate of precession. If the 

isthe are based on the property of disturbing force is made with a periods 

domains mall region ol a magnet ity close to that of the precession rate 

material that act more or | as units in resonance effects will ensue that lip the 

magnetic change The domain walls can top more and more from. the vertical 

actually be rendered visible by pecial position 

tee hniques With electrons, certain damping eflects 

On the other hand, the microwave be will decrease the resonance response, 

havior is based directly on the spins of which nevertheless can still be large. 

of the electrons themselve The spins give This mechanism provides a means 

to gyromagnetic effect when the coupling the high frequency energy to the 

electron spin motion. If the wave fre 

quency ts far removed from the electrons 

precession rate, as determined by the 

steady magnetic field, only a slight ab 

straction of energy from the high-fre 

quency wave will result; however, if the 

frequency of this wave coincides with 

that of the precession rate, a large amount 

of energy will be transferred to the 

electron 

Ihis gyromagnetic effect at the electron 

level manifests itself in’ the high-fre 

quency permeability of the ferrite. A 

mathematical treatment of the eleetron 

spins’ interaction with the high-frequency 

field in the presence of the d-« magnets 

field shows that this permeability is a 

function of the magnitude of the steady 

field. Herein lies part of the usefulness of 

ferrites at microwave frequencies: thei 

microwave properties can be controlled 

or altered to desired characteristics by 

varying the magnets field. But more 

importantly and as a result of the gyro 

scopic motion, a component of high 

frequenc yY magnetization appears at right 

angles to both the high-frequeney and 

constant magnetic field \ i conse 

quence the ferrite will also have non 

reciprocal transmission properties~—waves 

traveling in one direction through the 

magnetized ferrite undergo different 

changes than waves traveling in the 

opposite direction. 

The first of these effects observed was 

that of the Faraday rotation in a circular 



PHASE SHIFT 

=_—- 
H 

NONRECIPROCAL EFFECTS can also be 

FERRITE 

obtained in reetangular waveguide without 

rotations of polarized high-frequency waves. By simple modification the ferrite isolator 

does the modulating job without any attendant frequency mod 

waveguide either filled with ferrite or 

equipped with a small ferrite rod along 

its axis (illustration, right, opposite page). 

The electric field vector of an incident 

high Irequency wave generated by a 

microwave source has a certain direction 

f and emerges as wave B with its polar- 

ization rotated through an angle @, de 

pending on the magnitude of the longi 

tudinal field I] If now B were reflected 

hack toward the ource the emergent 

waive would not he 1 is in the rec iprocal 

medium but rather C, which is rotated 

through angle 2 6 

This simple device has an immediate 

application. If H is adjusted so that @ ts 

1S degrees, then 2 4 will be 90 degrees 

and (C. because of waveguide characte 

istics, can't emerge from the rectangular 

waveguide, Such a device constitutes an 

isolator, for it allows the waveguide 

energy from the generator to propagate 

toward the load but prevents reflections 

from returning to the generator In 

practice, the dissipative load D, in the 

form of a resistive card, | coupled to the 

cross-polarized wave to absorb this re 

flected energy feflections should be 

prevented from reaching the generator 

because, if large enough. they can result 

mn frequen y pulling as well as reduced 

power output ol the generator. 

Nonrecipros il effects can also be ob- 

tained in a rectangular waveguide (illus 

tration) but with no rotations of the 

polarized high-frequency waves. Instead 

the nonreciprocity is in the phase shifts 

experienced by waves traveling in’ op 

posite directions through the ferrite 

When the differential phase shift is made 

equ il to 9O or 180 degree some unusual 

ind interesting microwave circuits can 

he built 

Through a variety of configuration 

in both round and rectangular wave- 

| ulation 

guide rie forms tor certain microwave 

devices n be obtained, along with such 

entirely w types of microwave com 

ponents the modulator. [In many appli 

cations it is desirable to modulate the 

amplitude of high-frequenecy-energy out 

put of a klysts the low frequency 

Although 

modulation ( 1 - eflected hy ipplying 

information-carrying ignal 

the low frequeney to a control grid of 

the klystror this may lead to undesirable 

frequency modulation 

With a simple modification the ferrite 

isolator can do the modulating job with ul 

attendant frequency modulation. In 

stead maintaining a fixed 45-degree 

rotation, a variable amount of rotation 

is obtained by ippl ing a sinusoidal eut 

rent to a coil that surrounds the ferrite 

loaded = waveguide ection, Because a 

fixed magnetic field produce a definite 

rotation of the microwave field in’ the 

circular iveguide, the alternating field 

cause the microwave field to oscillate 

about if zero) position and the output 

rectangular vaveguide elect onl the 

component i Hl zero) position Phi 

component is tl the microwave field 

modulated accordiu to the signal applied 

to the coil 

If required, a frequency-modulated out 

put can be obtained conventionally b 

varying the sila ] ystron re 

peller eleetre 7 i method offer 

only a limited fre excursion, Re 

cent work he | i klystron with 

| 
in externa ontaiming a ferrite 1 

used, freque changes about 1O time 

larger will oce irse, the resonant 

frequeney of the containing the 

ferrite depend n the permeability of 

the ferrite I} perme ibility can hve 

varied | il of a coil that surround 

the cavit ind | ‘ d by an ilternating 

current 

state of saturation. If you had applied 

the voltage for only a short interval of 
time, the core would move from a to a 

(illustration, lower, page 43). The change 

in B is proportional to the area of the 

voltage pulse. If all the areas are th 

sume, the system can be adjusted to 

require an integral number of voltage 

pulses to reach a”. 

Che core can thus be made to count 

and remember n voltage pulses, The 

magnitude ol n tor a given core material 

can be 2 to LOO, depending on such fac 
tors as squareness of loop and switehing 

time, Again, this type of counter re 

quires power only during the time that 

il changes state but not to remember a 

fiven count 

Of the many varieties in the applica 

tion of square-loop ferrites, all involve 

some form ol counting or storage ofan 

formation, 

Still another ferrite property is now 

being exploited: applying a magnet 

field to a magnetic material usually re 

sults in a change in length-—-a property 

called magnetostriction. Fundamentally 

then, proper electric signals can start a 

piece of material vibrating mechanically 

Ihe losses associated with these resonant 

mechanical vibrations are much smaller 

than those of an equivalent electric 

resonant cireuit. Mechanical filters can 

he constructed that perform the same 

electrical funetion as inductance and 

capacitance, but they will do it in a 

much smaller volume and with greater 

selectivity 

And you can fabricate an electric 

oscillator that uses a magnetostrictsve 

ferrite bar for the frequeney-determin 

ing element. Although having a physical 

action similar to that of erystal oscilla 

tors, inexpensive ceramic ferrites fut 

nish comparable frequency — stability 

(two to five parts per million per degre 

(.) 

(Juartz crystals are extremely sensitive 

to surface contamination, whereas fer 

rite resonators are relatively insensitive 

to moisture or surface imperfection 

Klectromechanical vibrators employing 

ferrites may thus replace quartz ery stal 

in the 5- to 500-ke range. 

Continuing Development 

These examples, chosen from many 

indicate some of the uses for ferrites in 

electronic circuits. Present active de 

velopment has already resulted in de 

vices that materially aid progress in the 

constant search toward weight reduc 

tion, simplicity, durability, and long life 

of electromie equipment, 
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Lighting enhances modern design impression to visitors (left). Two standard “wide” fixtures suspended 
Reception Rooms textures, and appointments and — side by side provide a modern appearance and create a lighting 

imparts an efficient business-like pattern that insures the identification of the area focal point. 

Five-foot square lighting element em enclosed troffers light perimeter space, making the room seem larger. 

Private Offices phasiz work location as well as Draperies create the illusion of windows (left). Wide fixtures give 

give plenty of desk light. Glass small offices the appearance of custom styling. 
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Orientation of luminous 

General Offices fixtures and light-color equipment 

signify good planning (above) 

ide panel 

High frequency Lumi 

New Ideas in Lighting Increase 

Because the need for clerical workers 

has increased faster than that for other 

office 

office personnel have become scarce mm 

classes of workers, space and 

our present economy. For example, in 

1900 the ratio was one office worker for 

30 factory employees. By 1935 the 

proportion had increased to | to LO. And 

data 

office workers for every 5 in the factory. 

every 

the most recent indicate about 2 

Phis substantial change in proportion 

might indicate either that productivity 

per worker has increased much faster in 

that 

today's methods of doing business just 

the factory than in the ofhee or 

naturally require more clerical help 

Strong evidence exists in favor of the 

because the investment in 

for office 

about one tenth that of the average for 

lirst premise 

equipment workers is only 

industrial workers. However, both fae- 

tors probably exert some influence. 

Management knows that office costs 

are higher now than in the past and that 

their employees con 

other 

the salaries of 

tribute than any factor to 

ofhice costs Thus 

offices place considerable emphasis on 

more 

managers of modern 

the design concept of creating an envi 

ronment conducive to efficient produc- 

By W. S. FISHER 

tion. Creation of this environment in 

volves control of a number of factors 

such as the lighting. temperature, 

color of room 

W hen properly 

usually 

humidity, noise, and 

surfaces and furnishings 

handled these 

favorable effect on worker performance. 

factors have a 

Efficient Use of Lighting 

Well-planned lighting 

office environment——in 

a vital ingred 

ient of efficient 

othe 

worket! 

creases productivity and = mini 

mizes fatigue. And it’s inexpen- 

sive: ace quate lighting costs only about 

20 cent per employee a fraction 

of the worker Obviously. a 

small investment made to improve office 

salary 

hould return substantial bene 

than the cost 

these 

lighting 

fits worth far mire 

lo experience benefits. there 

i reasonable amount of light for 

Phe qualits of 

not inter 

must be 

accurate seemg qui k 

the lighting should aid seeing 

Fie-Hehting system and the 

should be 

vith no troublesome shad 

fere witlrtt 

whole environment visually 

comfortable 

ows and reflections 

would better 

produce more efhicient office 

Logically ou expect 

lighting to 

have operation But it’s reassuring to 

wedges lo regulate sound 

high-voltage distribution 

nous ceiling has environment-control features such as perforated 

some wedges introduce conditioned air. 

system operates lighting 

Office Efficiency 

practical, positive proof data. Studies in 

three different offices of the Federal 

vovernment where lighting was signifi- 

provide this proof: cantly improved 

productivity gains were 8, 5.5 and 3.5 

percent respectively. To insure reli- 

ability, the tests 

extended periods of time, using careful 

were conduc ted for 

controls, In the tests, increased output 

paid for the new lighting in a compara- 

tively short time 

With 

light sources available, great strides are 
benefits assured and efficient 

Certain 

data 

dominate in this lighting progress 

being made in office lighting 

equipment, techniques, and pre- 

e Use of higher illumination levels in 

many areas 

e Application of new data to insure 

comfortable lighting installations 

e@ Use of light finishes on office furni- 

ture and business machines to meet the 

requirements for good practice 

e Extensive installations of large-area 

lighting elements. 

Why Higher Illumination? 

We have moved well 

old limits of visibility in) the 

of light supplied for many of our office 

above. thresh- 

amount 
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Valance c mounted five feet six ine hes above floor 

Corridors conceals two rows of fluorescent lamps that 
light walls and ceiling. Thi 

tasks. But we are still far below the 

quantities that make the fullest and best 

use of our eyes. Certain laboratory re 

search indicates that optimum levels for 

many office tasks may range between 400 

and 500 footeandles. However, present 

lighting equipment and economics limit 

Most 

planned office environments provide 50 

to 100 footeandles, and some installa 

200 

the use of these amounts. well 

tions have over footeandles in 

service, 

Two good reasons for the trend to 
higher illumination are people and 
things. For example, laboratory studies 

by Guth and Kastman show considerable 

difference in) the individual visibility 

levels attained for a given task. 
Also their testing showed that 95 pet 

cent of the observers needed about three 

times the average footeandle level to 

achieve the average visibility level. This 

information indicates that we often 

incur penalties by basing our lighting 

recommendations on averages rather 

than individual variations 

The same could be said for the things 

look al Well 

typed original letters may have a ype 

office workers have to 

size equivalent to 9-point Bodoni Book 

(The Review is 

Bodoni Book ) 

although usually poorer than originals 

type printed in’ lO 

point Carbon coples, 

appear more frequently on desk Lops 

today, with the type size sometimes as 

Bodoni. And 

hand-posted ledgers 

small as porn olten 

shorthand notes, 

poorly duplicated material, drafting 

tasks, and hand-written seript are equiy 
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light distribution 

alent to something less than 5-point 

type. More light provides the simplest, 

most effective way to magnify their size. 
This makes the material more readable, 

thus aiding job performance. 

The optimum lighting levels for nu 
merous visual office tasks are far higher 

than those now used— even in the better 

lighted offices (Box). 

More Emphasis on Visual Comfort 

With the use of higher lighting levels, 
the concept of visual comfort necessarily 

W hen people 

experience complete visual comfort, they 

But 

usually 

receives more emphasis. 

seldom stop to reason why. when 

distinetly uncomfortable, they 

know why. The difficulty arises in the 

area between extremes where lighting 

may border on the uncomfortable. Here 

people often accept the situation even 

though fatigue and irritation result. 
In recent years, much effort has been 

expended to establish the technology of 

visual comfort. (A basie paper appeared 

in the August 1947 Review, pages 31 

37.) From this and later research evolved 

- 

Vir hisher 

ing Room Lighting 

Spectalist Ofhice and Draft 

{pplications, Appli 

Large Lamp De 

partment, Nela Park, Cleveland — has 

heen with General Electric 191; 

In connection his work, he has 

toured the country with several Lamp 

cation kngineering 

since 

with 

lighting shows as Division enginee! 

lecturer. 

gives impression of greater width (left). Six-inch-wide recessed 
troffers equipped with rapid-start lamps and located at each side of 

the hall brighten walls and suggest space. 

Index the Visual (VCT) 

method of rating lighting systems. 

VCl 

people who find a particular lighting in- 

Comfort 

shows the average percentage of 

stallation visually comfortable. 

By referring to visual comfort data, 

a designer can plan a lighting system 

confidently—knowing that his scheme 

and choice of equipment will be accept- 

able to most of the people who must 

work under it. And the absence of em 

ployee complaints about too-bright  fix- 

tures that reduce their production efh- 

ciency will provide much satisfaction 

Several factors besides fixture bright 

ness affect visual comfort. These vari 

ables include ceiling height, room length 

and width, fixture orientation, lightness 

of room finishes, and amount of illumi 

nation: Tables of VCI data account for 

these factors. 

Color in the Office 

Recently office equipment and busi 

ness machine manufacturers have made 

conspicuous progress by manufacturing 

their products in light colors and non 

vlossy finishes. You have probably seen 

the light grays and warm beiges. Some 

pastel-colored typewriters are even 

being featured in national advertising 

This 

forward 

trend important 

because everything in_ the 

office environment affects lighting and 

seeing: dark objects upset the brightness 

balance: shiny surfaces present glaring 

reflections of light sources. 

With the expanding 

offices look better than ever. Use of one 

use ol color 



ixe fluorescent colors as 

s( vives a particularly at- 

ippearance to people and fur- FOOTCANDLES FOR EQUAL VISIBILITY OF VISUAL TASKS 

nishings Also cool-white and = warm- 

hite lamps offer the opportunity to ILLUMINATION TYPE SIZE TASK 
differ t itmospheres for ofhee (Footcandles (Points) 

Hn) 

floor-co rng manulacturers 
: Straight edge next to construction line 

ublish light-reflectanee figures for 

patterns —a_ helpful) guide to hao) Shorthand notes: No. 2 pencil, 21 inehes. 15 degrees 

tree inelise election Phirt percent Hoo 

) reflectances Is practsy i} and im 600 ; land posted ledoer poor 

( lighting eflleiens as. well is Drawing with tracing paper overlay 

visual comfort 1O0 

All components of the office environ 
| s00) Straight edge between two pencil marks 

nent become Important ow the a 

especially at high ilumination )() 5 — Stencil duplication, poor 
e-jarring contrasts that lead to 

ripe complaints and reduce per 
riginal drawing 

rimnanes level can be ivoided by 

Hanning and coordination ” Shorthand notes: No. 2 pencil, Pb inches, normal 

— hilth carbon COPY 

New Lighting Techniques 7 — Handbook text 

\long with the adoption of highet Stencil duplication 

Hlumination has come the extensive use 

large area louvered or luminous — Typing on white paper 

ft bone bs patient — Photostat positive shot from 9-pome original 

irge number of conventional luminaire — Best handwriting: No. 2 pencil on white 

ind improve the ceiling appearance 

Partial responsibility for this new era in 

lighting Lie with several plastics plus ee ee ee 

re techniques for fabricating plasti | — 

ind metal. OL course, fluorescent lamps 

hieh have inereased substantially in 

efhieney during recent years. make this 

id of iHumination practicable. Neithes 

the eivht-foot-long slimline nor the 40 

itt rapid-start lamps-—-olten used = in 

new office lighting require auxilias 

larters: yet in effect they give instant 

tlarting 

Some tteresting variations have been 

used in large lighting elements. One 

lec hnieue ipprlic s units of conventent 

me oin a regular pattern rather than Ize. Cost eight, and power COnSUINp thi concept you can integrate the 

uniform wall-to-wall diffusers. The pal lion reduce \ tantiall Result: les environment-controling feature ol 

tern adds interest to Ippearanes and of hivhting load ur conditioning. (Phe your space into an attractive, comlbort 

air conditioning and aeou frequen ( erter hich ha cnn able. and efhetent offies one ith lon 

he conventionall 0 rie ean b 0 doin nonai lite expectane nod enue an 

pace.) Alread henanes 

Another vat on stops the lighting ton ions of high-frequene Lse of this me concept 

clement hort of the wall. letting them escent whiny operate inst design bring emplo e productivit 

Hoat overhead Phi simplifies in hited State ind the benefits imntere rie performance plate iu and keep it 

tallation. because it eliminates cutting ! yuantedae nel ind manages there. You can more easily go through 

il fitting around. pipes duets, or i It i itural companion of the es peak periods of office activit shen 

cularities at the room’s perimeter. And — tended-area lighting tem everyone — pitele aT ith oan 

ontributes to appearance by creating ; ; eflicreney to rccomplisl thie ork. Good 
Over-All Coordination ‘= ht. airy touch iness dictates the protection of the 

High-frequene and high-voltage dis The large elements involved in mod ubstantial mvestment present in em 

ribution systems have much to offer in ero lighting necessitate coordination of ploy ee salaries. And vou will find that 

office properties At 400 eveles. flue other building facilitic air condition lighting whieh he Ip instead of hinder 

rescent lamp efhie iency becomes about 15 ing pace partitioning, sound control performance insure this kind of pre 
(> percent higher than at 600 eveles Ballast ind fire protection After establishing lection 



6BY4 

DISK SEAL CERAMIC 
MOCK-UP arent MICROMINIATURE 

From original disk-seal tube to ceramic tube 
Ceramic Tube’s Predecessors sapemebats canes than th yoaread ieee Originators 

New Research Concepts Spark Micromi 
Review STAFF REPORT 

Major scientific achievements today of engineers in other General Electri iso participated in Beggs’ development 

tend to resemble the harvest from an departments of the new microminiature-tube design 

orchard cared for by a staff of highh Phough small in size, this vacuum — Beggs took existing concepts, added new 

pecialized horticulturists, Often when tube also serves as an ¢ loquent reminder ones. and deve loped new process In 

a particular project bears fruit. the re that the individual is not completely short, he fathered the tube 

ults are the efforts of many men. Such eclipsed Despite all the requisite co kssential contributions ilso 

an approach not only draws upon the ordination and collaboration, serentifi made to the series of earlier tubs 

kills and knowledge of scientists in-a achievements still reflect the individual — ¢ ompany’s Power Tube Department 

variety of fields but also provides a clentist whose insight into a problem located in Schenectady. NY. and to the 

means of conducting the long, comples Inspires and channels the efforts of his OBY Us design and production — tes 

and expensive attempts to bring forth collaborators and stamps his mark upon niques by the Receiving Tube 

new knowledge that characterizes con the finished work partment. Owensboro. Ky. The 

lemporary research In the research that led to the ceramn f the OBYF and subsequent 

evolution of the OBY4 microminia microwave tube. sueh a role was filled by imilar design will be largely a 

ture vacuum tubs innmounced by Gen two men: kk. D. MeArthur and James | their efforts 

eral Klectric about a vear ago Keel Begy Scientists and engineet create 

lently illustrate this method of opera tube the size of a pencil erase! And t 

Fathering the Tube thon, Significant research lies behind the tube offers high-gain low-noise 

tubes development: more than 15 year VMeArthur’s concepts concerning the to operate at temperatures abo 

of progr in related designs and im unity of eireuit and tube elements in displays remarkable shock and 

portant discoveries by General kleetri cavity-resonator tems led to his de resistance, and has a variet 

Research Laboratory scientists in’ the velopment of the new tube’s revolution features. Because it amplifies a tel 

hields of chemistry, metallurgy. ceramic wy forerunner, the ~ lighthouse Luly ignal more effectively than an thes 

and electronic tubes and cireuits. And to used in) World War TL radar Vian receiving tube known, UHE television 

this basic work should be added manu wer of the Laboratory electron tube can be brought within reach of thou 

fac turing kill i We lI i thre know ledge researe hy section for the past SIX Vears, he sands ol homes otherwise out of 
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REFERENCE 
PLANE 

SUPPORT 
CYLINDER 

OXIDE-COATED Stat : 
CATHODE " oe . Z ; CATHODE 

- pe RING 

HEATER 

HEATER BUTTONS 

the new tube offers high-gain low-nome ability to feArthur (left) developed the lighthouse tube Size of a pencil erase 

ng t i. otuciure —..': . hat aided Beggs in creating the new ceramis ite it temperatures above tr f for eleetronie tpplie ition 

ASSEMBLING THE TUBE a 

lati re Tube [he lube re emble i stack ol three and fits on esp al the grid-« ithroele et 

metal washers separated by three — ramic spacer, witha nominal hot spas 

ceramic insulators, with two metal ing of 0.6 mil from grid’ to cathode 

buttons on the bottom of the stack 
’ Anode Assembly 

These two heater connection but 

tons are sealed to the bottom ceramis The grid insulator ceramic les on 
It mall size and ability to di pense 

space! Directly connected to the but lop of the outer grid washer Ihe 
ith cooling equipment also pol lo 

tons are the heater wires. And on top titantum anode forms a flat disk with 
ipphieation i yet amreratt. nuelear re 

of the heater insulator space! lies the a round post rising from the center of 
elo tivhort computers nel mob 

| athoce ing shaped exactly like a one sic The end of the post erves 
Communteatto equipment i- ell i 

hye W elds the washer as the orking area of the plate he 
earth rtediite nd guided mussiles iy Inside 

hole ittach the cathode support in flat disk rests on lop ol the yrid mn 
of groundwork pre . 

much the mie sa as the cathode sulator ceramic with the post project 

new deve leopornne nt 

ipod thee | S. Na 
lis] ittached to the inside of ing over the grid. The nominal grid 

| R hb Esl upport eyvlinder at the to-plate spacing is 7 mils 
he Nhesearch ihe 

) I eatet i self-supporting In the finished tube, seals are mad 
Qi) lo «le 

into the cathode covet hetween each titanium ring and the 

Phe plate i 
e lrequenete } 

lies on top of the cathode a embl ealed ter the yrid insulator ind the 

mplitter tube 
tthode-insulator ceramic idjacent CeTaiiie spacers 

ee heater buttons to the heater insula 

Grid Assembly tor, thus comple ting the env lange ol 

id upport isher and the tube I one continuou rigid 

ring compose the grid piece 

tually invisible under Phe exhaust and sealing techniques 

lighting, 0.3 mil tung used in production of these tubes are 

sund and brazed to the unique in the field of vacuum-tube 

her at OOO turns pel manulacture The seals remain va 

ed outer ring, made  uumtight at temperatures in exec 

Is the inner washer of 700 ¢ te 



ANODE 
POST 

OUTPUT 
CAVITY 
RESONATOR 

ANODE 

CAVITY 
RESONATOR 
WALL 

CATHODE 

RESONATOR 

ind forerunner BASIC LIGHTHOUSE TUBE 
mn World War I] radar It re olutionar 

walls might easily cost several hundred 

thousand dollars 

MeArthur 

resonator concept with a unique disk 

s combination of his cavity 

upplied the answer by mak 

self shielding lo 

thre lighthouse 

eal design 

tubes virtually 

they 

tube (illustration) 

As early as 1938, MeArthut 

mented with certain metallic 

of the 

oscillators. o1 amplitie rs 

W ing 

vether made up 

expert 

enclosure 

pillbox type for use as filters 

Although these 

cavity resonators had great potential 

lies for high-frequeney applications, no 

enabled him to take 

thei kon 

thre ‘ resonator 

tube then available 

full advantage of potential 

maximum eflerenes 

have lo be perlec thy symmetrical. Because 

the electron tube used in) conjunction 

with the 

tral 

resonator ideally forms its 

the tube itself also be 

unlike conventional tubs 

een 

eore must 

yinmetrical 

with the usual anode-grid-plate arrange 

Forerunners of the Tube 

MeArthur’s 

making 

approach finding a 

the 

both symmetrical and integral with the 

means for tube elements 

resonant circuit--involved a radical 

‘ hange my lew pont It meant « ombining 

the electron tube and its attached circuit 

into a single svstem 
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ANODE 
DISK 

GLASS 
VACUUM 
TUBE 

> OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 

_——= GRID 

GRID 
DISK 

CATHODE 
POST 

CATHODE 
HEATER 

CATHODE 
DISK 

the microminiature ceramic tube was used 

led to the development of the new tube 

“The disk tube.” says MeArthur. 

bodies the principle that in the micro 

Cin. 

wave field we could no longer speak of 

tubes and circuits as two distinet enti 

lies, 

Phe tube resulting from this concept 

shortly before World War If consists of 

cylinders 

disks 

eircumfter 

glass or ceramic 
the 

sealed at 

a series of 

closed al ends hy metal 

the 

ence, Performing three functions. these 

disks 1) the tube 

that coordinate with the corresponding 

hermetically 

divide into seetions 

resonant cireutts: 2) contain of support 

the tube s eles trodes: and 3) become 

through the ring contacts at their peri 

the 

structure that surrounds them. thus mal 

phery—part of cavity-resonatol 

ing lead wires or prongs unnecessary 

Phe performance of the first disk-type 

tube 

600 megacyeles 

a transmitting tube operating at 

all 

tions. The frequency was rapidly stepped 

3000 megaeveles. Ralph J. Bond 

MeArthur in’ this 

development, ingeniously contributed to 

exceeded expecta 

up to 

ley. associated with 

the physical design and the details of 

These largely 

the immediate acceptance of 

influenced 

the 

manufacture 

new 

tube 

Following the successful application 

of the disk-seal principle to transmit- 

ting tubes, the scientists immediately di- 

rected their attention toward developing 

a receiving tube that embodied the same 

principles. In his efforts. 

cipally worked out the design details and 

the method of \n 

model of the lighthouse tube. first used 

Beggs prin- 

fabrication early 

in a naval engagement at Guadaleanal 

subsequently plaved an important role 

as a receiver preamplifier and as a local 

oscillator at a 200-megacy: 

It was also used witha Na 

at 700 megacyeles 

Karly in 1942 the 

tory at Massachusetts Institute of 

asked light 

medium-power oscillator at 5000 mega- 

le lreque ney 

yun director 

Radiation Labora- 

Pech 

nolog. for a compact 

eveles for pulse service \ tube manu- 

2-kw 

power and developed by Beggs met their 

factured for use at intermittent 

need 

\ combination of these two tubes in a 

small. simple device became the standard 

ia 

small craft. Subse- 

masthead radar unit for boats. sub- 

chasers. and other 

quently modified by the Radiation Labo 

ratory for the airborne gun director, out 

of this the ARO 

range only) system 

Lntil 1943 

these models 

unit came (airborne 

efforts were concentrated 

service At 

that time the groups working il Harvard 

on for radat 

University on radar countermeasures 

called for high-power tubes. In response 

to this request. a 50-watt tube tunable 

over a wide range of frequencies —was 

developed for noise modulation 

Late in World War I] a demand arose 

for a still more compact tube for pulse 

service. In effect the lighthouse tube was 

turned inside out: the resulting oil-can 

type tube combined the advantages of 

small size and rapid heat dissipation 

Instead of the 

gram, this tube was used in intership 

getting into radar pro 

communication 

\fter the war the application of the 

disk-seal principle rapidly extended to 

high-frequency tubes for use in FM 

radio and in television 

Nearly 

this 

more compact. and more efficient than 

its predecessors. lo Beggs should 

the credit for this continued 

Improvement, His contributions ine lude 

the first practical all-metal tube and 

for 

plus those previously described 

every successive member. of 

miniature-tube family is) smalles 

Oty 

muse h of 

built-in) antenna radio receivers 

Major contributions also came from 

Bondley. He developed the titantum- 

hydride 

metal seals. originally 

Flovd C. Kelley, and applied it to vas 

Bondles later 

method of making ceramic- 

discovered by 

uum-tube envelopes 



uum oven that bake choiques 

lature tube: | VACUUM TUBE—-NO DEAD DUCK utilized these properties to the fullest 

a i CC nant it tric \e natertals wv the ‘r tule ues 

ceramu »mateh 

thermal 

in its ippli illo! titanium 

b it Norman | ‘ p { ko Begys ind hi i 

cireuits, measure convinced that titanium held 

ther desire for a tin nd the development , ' ' oO 
) 

oft the re nome tule Rut one prol lem) remain 

finding msulating disks t mdwieh 

tween slice ol titanium L bie ihe 

ceramic bodte ith expansion characte 

mate the { tlierse oy ofthat setting % 

this tube vere comrnel 

hl thoral tirine ness 

through 

Pineu inl 

Loum Navia 

A Successful Search thre it - el of bodies having thermal expan 

l | 
avr i tulip at ] if raction elara Bey t] began searching 

that could bye ss-produced at low cost most identical to titanium 

\ 
et offer Hgvh performance Re sult thre 

\ wee ; 

make an entirely new type re miere iture design, 

Ihe riking assortment of unique is «| le tre of titanium ranks in to produce metal-ceramie seals capable 

feature INCOrpor ited into this type of port th uch better Known of maintaming a rout) Ubtnede lrenu 

the amazing metal as ous operating condition tube Aa largel mace possible hy I 

combination of the three products tee| veil approaching The electron requirement ot tuatee 

the Research Laboratory: new knowl it ol minum. and corrostonm resist ( ‘ ver) high trequeneres dietats 

edge, material ind processes teel, Other properties that the geometry of the elements should 

Vew hnowledge includes original injum important in the develop bye parallel planes Grid structures, there 

and radical concepts of tubs le Sift) (il riatuyre Viaicuuin ile Vieos If hore COME ‘ i ere ol equall prices 

ome dating from the work on the cavity ‘ el ealing characteristies wire oldered to a flat trame During 

resonator: new basic understanding of ip) rressure ind high melting operation the grid: war heceome heated 

the of Howse in cleetronie hy direct radiation from the cathode and 

tubes: basie research on low lempera it the Laboratos also hy electric energy dt ipated in the wrid 

BOW ( well below itself. Dimensional changes that aeeom ture cathodes with high electron emi iF ed til hum at 

tort thre olf some sur the temper i required for any othe pan heating of the wires may dt fon and thre uncovering 

difhteult prising fundamental facets about titanium meta | Phi property made tita eeomell Po crreumvent tha I 

thie onder metal rite jul aluable for use i tube thre sc petdtist- developed unique method 

Part of the me know ledge resulted empl ide-coated cathodes hor of rnding the tin grid wore mounting 

from Beggs’ effort to solve the problem ubnttorn 1 copsistent emission trom them under tension. and nondestructyy« 

ol vettering sopping up the vas re oxide the i prime goal of tube testing of the completed ried Phe ad 

leased during operation—inside a tin i! t General kleetrie for man vent of <«maltler tube designs accentuated 

acuum envelope a equires freedom from poisoning the problem Phis necessitated refine 

\s frequent happens om sererntiby Hane hus ; nificant step ments in further grid-making prenee ‘ 
| 

labo ator ‘ earch in another fhe Id \ P| J ( i i ed in di ential pr hiase pth ale eloomw min 

helped Nid the answer In recent itrite’ Tubbs 

had produe ed many sut themiabe din 

I And the first huint 

iwht be an unusual elec 

Begy if ed i I i fitareuien | | i fy ilo 

meus i! o ruction tule 

came from couteb 

tigations of Dr. Paul 0 tile ure 

brane Is Norton (hia ( eve tern pret iture haquall ! il Leven poe ratiuyre flea 

iided imimeasue 

{ i ‘ i oul o me thre ‘ ‘ iting thie tal 

LO) 

liscovery and tts yor I nm Contes 

pom the talents if ret I ! rugtioul ! ! o a { md co 

=! experiment le 

| 
iimost unbelievab 

properties i perl 

Bondle and the bull 

ime trom the su tite 

lies carried out b 1 J thie | beipal t prdust 

ind Martin D. Gibbons 

red and appli 



eral Technical, Program. Publieations, 

Pair Ks | ie ge ee SOCIETY STANDARDS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 
\wards dueation embership, and 

TITLE 
Section 

he General Technical Committee Methods of Rating and Testing 
; ' ) 1 ! 40 ] es an important funetion bo ASR] Mechanical Condensing Units 

Ane el ill committee responsible for the ] Air Conditioners 

technical affairs of the Societ it guides » 18 Self-contained Mechanically Operated Refrigerated Drinking 

-<ubcommittees re late d to spree ifte Laopone . Water Coolers 

urrently more than JO such subeom 

miittes exist Evaporative Condensers 

W ater-cooled Refrigerant Condensers 
Phe Standards Committe pertorms asi 

Refrigerant Compressors 
t Valuable service. Tt also funetions with 

subcommittees and is concerned with 

the numerous standards ce veloped by 
Water and Brine Coolers 

2 Forced Circulation and Natural Convection Air Coolers for 

the Society. Over the years, many of its Refrigeration 

standards have been widely adopted hy 

the refrigeration industry Directed 1 1950 Refrigerant Expansion Valves 

principally toward methods of testing Home Freezers 

ind rating equipment, they in no way 

constitute standards of aeceptance ot 

approval Internationally recognized 
No. 28-53 Method for Testing Capillary Tubes 

ASRE’s work presents a COntMUOUS pro eee Y 
*ASA B9.1 1953 Safety Code for Mechanical Refrigeration 

gram devised in’ the interests of the *ASA B59.1 195 Recommended Practice for Mechanical Refrigeration Installa 

mdusts (And many standards, originall tions on Shipboard 

sponsored by the Society, are eventually 

worked out with the American Standards tandared 

\ssociation thre National Electrical 

Vanufacturers Association. The Ameri 

can Society for Testing Materials. and 

others, Certain standards are current Phe local sections, patterned im many for kngineet as promulgated by the 

available from the Society (Box) ways along the lines of the national Engineers Council for Professional De 

Differing from other committees to organization, contain tive elective officers velopment (hCPD) Phe Societs thse 

the extent that all Seetion Chairmen are and several minding committees such recoguize the importance of proper 

members, the Sections Committee serves as) Executive, Program, Publieit ken standards for membership qualification 

as a direct liaison between the sections tertamment Reeeption Nominating ind again follows the recommendation 

and the Society at national level, and Teehnieal. It is evident from. the of ECPD 

Besides the standing committees titles of these committer that the ASRE has regular membership grace 

noted, the resident of the Societ operate. in their respective areas, similas member associate member ifliliate | | | 

apport veneral committee These com ly to those of like responsibility ine the and student member he oracle ol 

mittees. created for special purposes national o vation. The Seetions hold Kellow has been established for the 

usual become discharged upon thre 8 } thly meetings throughout recognition of sigmifieant contribution | 

ipletion of their assignments. How thre irate ind pring and tre to the Soctet program Aodin addition 

{ Sooety confers honorary member ver. some engage in long-term activities que ntl conelur the season with a thre 

and enjoy a semipermanent status. social event. Speakers chosen for ther ship on persons of iknow ledged pro 

Staff A paid tall employed al know ledge ibilit talk on. tech fessional eminenes Currentl total 

Society headquarters in New York City nical phase {f refrigeration or air con membership in the Soetet number 

suppleme nts the activities of the officers. ditioning. \ dinner at vhich attendances approximate! TOOO, The large st portion 

Council. and Society committees. It is is optional u uall precede the meeting of this membership ve sides in the C nited 

States and Canada, but 608 Amertean divided into several divisions——editorial 

publication sales and meetings. advet Membership Possession ind) foreign countrie ave 

tising. finanee, and membership A societ of participating represented im the Soctety roster 

Society Sections lo better serve the membet ho give it life significance : ’ 

interests of the individual member, the and continull An honor not bestowed National Meetings 

membership is grouped and represented lightly nor obtained without effort, mem At national meetings, held each year 

by local sections. currenth 49 in num bership ina technical society should be in June and December ell-qualihed 

ber. These are located throughout the reeepted in individual as a privilege authors present numerous papers on 

C nited States and parts of Canada Phrough he acquires the technical and practical subjects and 

states that the object opportunity | ‘ iis fellow engineers problems relating to such specie fe ld Olistitution 

Section of the Society shall be to and to fu er tl nterests of his own of interest is domestt retrigeratos 

ovide means for promoting the object indust engineering. om fields for mechamieal 

th Socret by local organization of a ) concern itself cooling. aw conditioning mid) frozen 

nal ethies, thus ASRE has foods. Less formal discussion of perts 

thie Canon of Ethie nent probe ' oceu io forums of yroup 

members who are resident within a given 

as 
a2 



ergy TWENTIETH OF A SERIES 

‘ » 

Reantioan _ re of Refrigerating Engineers 
~ 

Man ha 

ition for 

practiced the art of retrives 

many centurte long before 

electrical age. In ancient 

built 

domestt 

modern 

Nero 

natural ice for 

thus 

store 

And 

ile I i 

Rome icehouses to 

purposes 
the use of freezing mixture 

alt and ice had already been discovered 

Moreover, that a 

method of 

evidence jndiceates 

artificial refrigeration —the 

liquids other 

known to the 

evaporation of water ot 

in streams of an Wal 

people of that era 

The mechanical production of cold 

possesses a more recent history: the 

first record of the invention of such a 

machine oceurs in 1755. The inventor 

Cullen, devised a method of « vaporating 

under a vacuum sales Subsequent 

Vallane ‘ 

represents sig 

researe hi hy Lavoisier Leslie 

Gorrie, Carré, and other 

propre Ss 

modern refrigeration 

nificant along the road to 

Society History 

Continued development in this field 

aroused the interest of leading American 

April 2 

1904, a group of these men met in New 

York City 

an organization to 

retrigeration engineers, On 

formation of 

stud) 

to consider the 

promote the 

and development of — the clenee of 

refrigeration and its practical applica 

to draft 

w bine hy 

tion, They selected a committe 

were 

officially adopted on December 5, 1904 

Vhis date marks the formal birth of The 

American Society of Refrigerating Engi 

neers (ASRE). On August 30. 1905. a 

Certiheate of Incorporation was filed 

with the Secretary of the State of New 

York by 14 of the Charter 

Discussion at the first Annual Meeting 

Ne “ York 

concerned the prine ipal 

a constitution and bylaws 

members 

held in December | ) 

1O05 indus 

tries requiring the skill of the refriges 

that 

brewertes, and meat packing plants. Phe 

ating engineer alt lime: ice plants 

ie-ecream imdustry was still in its in 

The dairy 

relrweration to some 

lanes busine dud employ 

extent, but more 

dairies used natural ice than retrivgerat 

54 

By ROBERT C. CROSS 

ing machinery. And although air-con 

ditioning installations, skating rinks 

bakery and candy air-cooling, fur stor 

age. the cooling of drinking water, and 
the use of refrigeration in manufactur 

werent in 

ASRE 

pr it 

ing camera film existed, they 

At that 

themselves 

common usage time 

members coneerned 

cipally with the design, manufacture 

installation, and use of large industrial 

refrigerating machinery. 

The Society had been in existence 20 

years before emphasis switched to small 

equipment and the eventual production 

of small package units on large seale 

Air conditioning interested few members 

although Dr, Carrier presented his psy 

1912. Few 

retriget 

chrometric chart as early as 

ChyIrneers considered domestt 

ation: because at the time, general opin 

ion dictated that household refrigeration 

required litthe or no engineering 

The next LO 

considerable change. While many mem 

vears brought about 

bers of the Society continued cold stor- 

aye work and were employed by indus 

manufacturers. others 

efforts 

and ai 

trial machinery 

began to devote thei toward 

refrigeration eon 

Although the heavy 

household 

ditioning. machin 

industry yrew con ery end of the 

sistently, the additional development 

and interest in the small unit) con 

tinued. By LOE papers presented to the 

Society dealt with such subjeets as ais 

home freezers conditioning controls, 

refrigeration in penicillin manufacture 

powdered metallurgy. [Ln recent 

both 

conditioning experiencing rapid growth 

and 

years, with refrigeration and. ait 

a merging of technical interests has 

occurred in these fields 

With the ever-increasing applications 

and ail 

find 

design, manufacture, 

of retrigeration 

Son rly 

conditioning, 

members themselves en 

gaged im) researe hy 

ae 

Wr. Cro Secretary, Amer 

toan Society of Refrigerating kngineers 

has seri 

hvecutive 

ed in this capacity ince 195] 

sale application, and maintenance of 

man diverse types of refrigeration 

machinery, Similar activities occur in 

the numerous component materials and 

parts that constitute the present-day 

refrigeration or air-conditioning 

lems 

The ASRE 

“the objec tol this Society is to promote 

with 

Constitution states that 

the arts and sciences connected 

refrigerating engineering, including re 

frigeration research, education. design 
manufacture, construction, and applica 

tion in air conditioning, food preserva 

tion, industrial processing. liquid cool 

ing, manufacturing, and similar fields.’ 

The very breadth of this statement indi 

cates the all-inclusive activities of the 

Society, naturally resulting in a complex 

r organization 

Organization 

Governing Bodies——Four elective off 

cers-—president, first and second vice 

administer 

These 

and 

presidents. and a treasurer 

the over-all affairs of the Societys 

industs officers, leaders in the 

associated educational and research 

organizations. are usually selected on 

the basis of long and valuable contribu 

art ol tion to the Society as well as the 

refrigeration. 

The country is divided into 160 geo 

raphical regions, each with a director 

also serve as 

yu 

Regional directors 

ordinators of the activities in’ thei 

respec live regions and betwee n regions 

intermediaries In addition. they act as 

between sectional, of regional activitte 

and national activities. 

Phe Council, the Society s governing 

body, consists of the four elec ted officers 

the three junior past presidents, 12 

electors at large, and 16 regional dires 

tors. It formulates the polite ies of ASRE 

in such a way as to meet the best intet 

ests and welfare of the individual mem 

bet 

Committees—The Couneil directs sev 

eral standing committees: Finance, Nomi- 

and By la \s Gen nating, Constitution 
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SKATING RINK at the famou 

! prifie the diverse 

meetiny Recent forum topi included 

ey fre tiny ol Low 

(CLontaminant 

Pemperature kvapo 

ratol ina Refrigeration 

system Rating of Cooling Tower ind 

Distribution of Frozen Food 

Various technical and administrative 

» meet during 

does the 

committees of the Ocret 

the national meeting 

earch ex 

add to the 

And 

octal 

Couneil Inspection Irip re 

hibits 

technical interests 

feature 

of the 

and similar 

meetings 

attendant there is always an 

program 

Publication Program 

Among ASRI 

Uth CXTOCTISIVE 

Smany activities exist 

program It 

Refriger includes a monthly magazin 

hngineering fir-conditioning and 

Data Bool, 

and a quart rl 

ating 

Refrigerating published 

annually Refrigeration 

fhstract brom time to time, the Societs 

also publi hes standard 

publi hed 

with all 

, 

Refrigerating hngineering 

monthly for engineers dealing 

air conditioning 

factual 

phases of refrigeration 

and food processing represent 

and 

And 

a noual 

accounts of new development 

product by outstanding « ngineet 

it prints paper presented at 

meeting widespread dis je rmutting 

emination of valuable information 

Some of the magazine regular features 

news ineluce items of particular inter 

est to the members and others in the 

industry, a review of significant achieve 

ments im the art. news of yn ople an 

events. a listing and des ription of new 

part and products, announcements rnd 

56 

Rockefeller Center in New York G.' 

ipplication im the tre ld of refriveration principal Industrie 

reviews of new books in the retrigeration 

held 

relrigeration patents 

ASKE 

ree ognized 

and a summary review of current 

publishes a Data 

handbook of the 

prepared by volunteer mem 

| «lf hy Veal 

Book—a 

industry 

hers of the 

on design and 

Society. Currently a volume 

another volume on ap 

plications, appearing in alternate years 

constitute part of the Society publica 

tion program 

The latest edition of the volume on 

le Sign CONSISTS ol « ight sections: theory 

physical data, application design, basic 

equipment, auxiliaries and self-contained 

tables 

eous. Full hapters are devoted to such 

units, operation and miscellan 

basic thermodynamics. re 

heat 

cooling towers 

ubjects as 

frigerants, the evaporative pulp, 

condensers and retrig 

eration tables and charts 

\ recent volume on edition of the 

applic ations contams eight sections 

foods 

refrigerated 

frozen refrigeration im food in 

warehouse dustries pra 

tie refrigerated food distribution low 

industrial temperature application 

appli ations of relrigeration, comlort 

ur conditioning. and industrial air con 

dithoniny (chapters include such sub 

jects as theories and methods of freezing 

storage 

cold 

and 

candy manufacture. commodity 

requirements, merchant — ships, 

treatment of metals, skating rinks 

printing plants 

Phe Society considers 

1) fract a 

industs \ 

the publication 

significant 

fhstracts 

with The 

of Refrigeration 

contribution to. the 

is published in) cooperation 

MEAT-PACKING INDUSTRY hias for many years 
requiring the 

i 

he enh one 

kill of the refrigerating engi 

Refrigeration Research Foundation. Thi 

quarterly contains the systematic classi 

from a viele 

hooks hie 

subjects is 

heation ft summaries 

variety of magazines and 

material ineludes such 

natural sciences, engineering materials 

refrigeration media, thermal insulating 

materials. and refrigeration applications 

In addition to its four annual volumes 

fhstracts publishes a spe ial reference 

issue with an author and subject ides 

and a list of the actual publications 

abstracted. 

Other Activities 

The Society carries on a_ research 

and program by grants-in-aid to colleges 

universities. Presently, 14 projects are 

assistanee to students working on post 

bemy conducted, program pave 

vraduate degrees and frequently results 

in the papers at the presentation ol 

of the annual meetings society 

these published in presentations ire 

Refriverating kngineering 

Keenly aware of its responsibillt to 

as well as 

ASKI 

by con 

the engineering profession 

other socreties the enpineering 

fulfills this 

stituent membership in the Engineers 

Joint Couneil (EJC). By 

several ht 

participates actively 

largely obligation 

represe ntatton 

on the committees 

SOcrety in the pro 

gram designed to further the unity and 

solidarity of the profession 

socrelys ASRI 

eflor ts to 

An aetive yrowing 

constantly devotes its 

promotion of the arts and sciences 

nected with refrigeration engineering 



Prior to 1940 Scientists at the Gen- 
eral Electric Research Laboratory were 

discovering facts about the structure of the 
atom that contributed to the 

of U-235 from natural uranium in 1940 

separation 

1950 General Electric was assigned the 

job of developing an atomic power plant 
at the Knolls Laboratory for the U.S. 

Navy submarine Seawol/, The Seawolf 

was launched in 1955 for final outfitting. 

ment at Evendale, O., 

1956 In addition to domestic orders, Gen- 

eral Electric through the 

Klectric Co 

of an atomu 

1956 Construction began on the multi- 
International million-dollar General Electric Vallecitos 

General Atomic Laboratory in California. It is ded announced sales 

research reactor 

Latin 

for Spain — icated to developing civilian use 
and will be 

sol atomu 

and i power! reactor tor America energy, completed ii 1957 

1942-45 General Electric developed 
and produced complex power-supply ap 
paratus and control and instrumentation 
for the vast Manhattan District project that 
made the first atom bombs for the U.S. 

1951 Work on the development of a 
nuclear propulsion system for aircraft was 

begun by General Electric for the govern- 
and is continuing 

here and, more recently, at Idaho Falls, Id. 

1946 Since the end of World War II, 

General Electric has been operating, for 
the government, the giant Hanford Atomic 

Works in Washington State, 
plutonium for the nation’s 

produc ing 

defense effort. 

1955 After Congress opened atomic 
development to private industry, General 
Klectric established a department that is 
designing, developing, manufacturing and 

marketing atomic reactors and equipment, 

1957 A G-E experimental reactor will 
help bring about 5,000 kw. of atomic power 

to the San Francisco area. Steam from the 

will be furnished Pacific Gas & 
which will generate the 

reactor 

Electric, power, 



1946 General Electric, under contract to 

the A.E.C... has operated the Knolls Atomi: 
Power Laboratory in Schencetady. \. Y 

since 1946, where research into applica 

tions of atomic energy is being conducted 

1955 America’s first commercially dis 
tributed atomic electricity came from the 

prototype reactor G. EF. built for the Sea 
wolf. The contract for Canada’s first atomic 

station was awarded to Canadian G, E. 

1960 The Chicago area:is scheduled to 

get 180,000 kw. of atomic electricity from 

the world’s largest all-nuclear power plant, 

being built by G. I for Commonwealth 

| | er Group, In 

at General Electric 
is doing to help 
bring America 

atomic-electric power 
New atomic laboratory will open next year; world’s 

largest all-nuclear power plant to operate in 1960 

I\ years ago. Coneress 

open d the de velopme nt of the 

ittom to private industry. In that 

hort time, America businesses 

orking with the government, 

have made significant progress 

toward practical atomic electricity 

hile continuing needed defense 

ork for our country 

At General Eleetrie, major con 
tributions to the defense effort are, 

of course, a vital part of the 

company atomic operation This 

work requires an unusually high 

number of our scientists and en 

eimeet about 2.250 of them 

plus thousanas of other skilled 

people. But since the Atomic En 

ergy Act of 1954. we also have 

nade major investments in’ both 
manpower and facilities to put 

the atom to work in electric 

powel production and other ei 

vil an Uses 

Currently. one of the company s 

major projects ts the design and 

construction of the world’s largest 

ill-nuclear power plant (Lom 

monwealth Edison's Dresden Sta 

tion near Chicago. This 180,000 

kw plant is scheduled for regular 

operation by the end of 1960, 

Providing the ‘‘tools”’ 

l'o help olve the technological 

problems, General klectrie is tak 

ing a long-term risk by investing 

nanew multimillion-dollat 

itomic laboratory near Pleasan 

ton. Cal. At this laboratory, an ex 

perime nial boiling-water reactor 

ill be in use in developing atomic 

ictors for power plants such as 

the big Chicago station 

Next year, this experimental re 

Ol Il he Ip bring about 5.000 

kw. of atomic electricity to the San 

Francisco area. Steam from the 

reactor will be furnished the 

Pacific Gas & Eleetrie ¢ ompany, 

vhich willthen generate the powel 

Anothe: mayor mvestment mn 

atomic facilities is being made in 

San Jose, 20 miles from the new 

laboratory Here will be the 

headquarters of General Electrie’s 

civilian atomic busine plant 

and equipment for engineering 

manufacturing and marketing 

power, re earch and test reactors 

fuel elements, control systems and 

other ¢ omponents 

Pioneer fields demand 
risk taking 

These and other commitment 

are being made with the realization 

that atomic energy isa pioneer 

held calling for megenuily, hold 

ness and financial risk taking with 

little prospect of a profitable 

return for many years to come 

Poday, the buyer of atomic equip 

ment knows he is not buying the 

ultimate in atomic powell devel 

opment And the seller, or manu 

lacturer, pioneers by risking sub 

tantial amounts of money to do 

now what has to be done to open 

anew industry ith future busi 

ness opportunities for many con 

panies large and mall 

\. ‘ ee il progre toward 

practical atomic electrieit ill 

continue only a private business 

are encouraged to continue uch 

risk taking The Upporl ol an i 

formed public iid its re present 

alives in government needed 

now more than ever before. so that 

Amerie i ill have a con petitive 

ittomic industry that ean furnish 

plentil il, economical power lo all 
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Propel 11-Ton Rocket 4000 mph 

New G-E rocket engine delivers more than 27,000 Ibs thrust 

for about 150 seconds to accelerate earth satellite vehicle 

A powerful new General Electric rocket engine—the makes possible a high chamber pressure and delivers the 

X405—will deliver a thrust of more than 27.000 pounds superior performance required for VANGUARD'S very 

when it launches the [l-ton. three-stage VANGUARD long-duration, high-altitude flight. It will also be gimbal- 

rocket during the International Geophysical year. Main mounted to permit changing thrust direction a mueh 

powel boost for VANGUARD. G.E.’s powerplant will as 5° for accurate flight path control 

propel the multi stage finless rocket through its initial 
The superior performance of G.b.os \ 405 results trom 

36 miles of flight toward outer space, 
data obtained from past flight-proven G-E liquid) pro 

Burning a hydrocarbon fuel and liquid oxygen, G.B? 

highly ethene ni X 109 will run tot about 4) second a experte nee has enabled the (, Ie rocket team to adtiswet 

burnout. the X405 will have accelerated the VANGI ARD qui klv. and successfully. the « hallenge of VANGUARD 

rocket to a speed of 4000 mph more than a mile a rhe 

pellant systems. More than a deeade of rocket engine 

X1405 is still another reason why General Electric 

today is able to offer the U.S. rocket industry highly 

Advanced components, including a turbopump and reliable, high-performance rocket powerplants... of un 

Sire ond! 

thrust chamber, characterize the X405. The turbopump matched quality, 24 

INITIATE 3RD STAGE SPIN 3rd STAGE BURNOUT 

SEPARATE 2ND STAGE 3rd STAGE IGNITION AND SEPARATION 

AJECTORY SPIN STA SATELLITE 
2nd STAGE BURNOUT ge um BULNRED = agi 

' Re ahs ELGHT 

ee OA ens 
gf 

VELOCITY 25,000 FT/SEC 
ALTITUDE 200-400 MILES 
RANGE 1500 MILES 
TIME 10 MIN. AFTER Ist STAGE BURNOUT 

AND SEPARATION LAUNCHING 

TERO-LIFT 
ARAJEC TOpy 

. 

om 

e 
, oa é — ~ 

24 

% 
MARTIN BALTIMORE'S ROCKET EXPERIENCE, illustrated by FLIGHT PLAN OF FIRST EARTH SATELLITE. Launched from Pat 
the Viking above led the Navy to select the compan is prime rick Al Kh. Florida, the satellite will establish an orbit that will 

contractor for PROJECT VANGUARD. permit serentists of many nations to observe its fleht path 

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS Expansion is creating vast opportunities at General Electric in rocket propulsion 

For illustrated brochure., write Technical Recruiting, Bldg. 100, AGT, General Electric Company, Cincinnati 15, O. 
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‘*Monument 

Schenectady 

and Charles P 

istry, ar 

left 

nd 

to 
Cc 

ct 

oul 

vv 

age”’ 

William 

recently rededicated in ceremonies 

L. R. Emmett and Thomas 

Steinmetz (light suit), early pioneers in the 

bei 
1 

thie orla first large turbine gen 

Designing tomorrow's turbine-generator today 

5000 to 450,000 KW... 

a tribute to 53 years of 
turbine-generator progress 
In 1903, the world’s first large steam turbine-gene 

ator rated 5000 kilowatts was installed at the Fisk 

Generatmeg . Station, Commonwealth Edison Com 

pany. Advance in turbine-generator design and pet 

t 

f formance came so fast that after only six years 

reliable service, this first large turbine-generator was 

replaced by a new unit more than twice as powerful 

In 1909, the first unit was dismantled, returned t 

Schenectady and erected as a permanent monument 

to the skill and engineermg genius of the men who 

built it 

Today General Electric is designing steam turbine 

generators rated 450,000 kw —90 times that of this 

first unit. Fifty-three years ago the total installed 

electric power capacity of the United States was 

approximately three million kilowatts. Today it is 

over 120 million, an increase of 4000%! 

General Electric’s Turbine-Generator Development 

Laboratory is another significant step toward the 

future. Continued engineering developments, financial 

daring and close co-operation with electric utilities 

and consulting engineers are making it possible to 

design the turbine-generators needed for tomorrow's 

tremendous load growth. Large Steam Turbine 

Generator Department, General Electric Company, 

Schenectady 5, New York. 

General Electric’s Turbine-Generator Development 

Laboratory where full-scale tests and measurement 

some of which were impossible to obtain before 
; | actual operating conditions, are now being 
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